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We consider the positive solutions to the semilinear problem: 
i 
An + %f( I,) = 0, in B”. 
1, = 0, on aB”. 
where B” is the unit ball in R”. )I 2 I. and I. is a positive parameter. It is well known 
that iffis a smooth function, then any positive solution to the equation is radially 
symmetric, and all solutions can be pdrameterized by their maximum values. We 
develop a unitied approach to obtain the exact multiplicity of the positive solutions 
for a wide class ol’ nonlinear functions ./1ll). and the precise shape of the global 
bifurcation diagrams are rigorously proved. Our technique combines the birurcation 
analysis. stability analysis, and topological methods. We show that the shape of the 
bil’urcdtion curve depends on the shape of the graph of (unction Jrr)/fr as well as 
the growth rate of,/: cj 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [41]. We continue to study the exact 
multiplicity (including uniqueness) of positive solutions to a semilinear 
elliptic equation 
du+A..(tr)=O, in B”, 
u = 0, on i3B”. 
(1.1) 
where B” is the unit ball in R”, a > 1, and 1 is a positive parameter. 
The existence of solutions to ( 1.1) for the general smooth bounded 
domains has been studied extensively in recent years. (See surveys [ 1, 361.) 
But a full description of the solution set of ( 1 .l ) for most nonlinearities j 
remains open, even for the domain being the simplest one, the unit ball. 
Gidas et al. [24] show that all the positive solutions to ( 1.1) are radially 
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symmetric ifj‘is a local lipschitz continuous function in R+ = [0, co), and 
the solutions can be parameterized by their maximum values. The goal of 
[41] and the present paper is to give a full description of the solution set 
of ( 1.1) for certain classes of nonlinearities f, and to determine the exact 
number of solutions for uny A > 0. In [41], we only study a special class 
of nonlinearities (j”” changes from positive to negative). In this paper, we 
investigate a much wider class of nonlinearities, and we also improve the 
method in [41] to a more general approach. 
Through numerous studies in last thirty years, it is clear now that the 
complexity of the solution set of ( 1.1) with the general bounded domains 
depends on both the complexity of the domain and the structure of the 
nonlinearity J(U). In the present paper, we consider the simplest space 
domain: the unit ball, and focus on the relation between the structure of 
the solution set and the structure off: The results in our paper interpret a 
principle: if the structure off is simple, then the structure of the solution 
set is also relatively simple. By saying a nonlinearity f is simple, we mean 
the monotonicity and the convexity off is not too complicated. In fact, 
throughout the paper, we assume that (f(u)/u)' and f”(u) change sign at 
most once. We discover that the number of solutions to (1.1) usually is 
closely related to the number of sign-changes of (f(u)/u)' and the growth 
rate off: In all our results, if (,f‘( u)/u)’ does not change sign, then (1.1) has 
at most one solution; and if (f(u)/u)' changes sign exactly once, then (1.1) 
has at most two solutions. The growth rate off also plays a role here. We 
define K,-(u) = c$‘( u)/.f( u) as an indicator of the growth rate of a smooth 
function j: (For example, if f (u) = UP, then K/(u) zp.) If the growth rate of 
f is greater than some critical exponents and the space dimension is higher 
(for example, f(u) = eU for IZ 2 3), then the bifurcation diagram can be very 
complicated even for the balls [26]. But in this paper, we show that, under 
some boundedness or monotonicity conditions on Kp the bifurcation 
diagram of ( 1.1) can be determined by (.f(u)/u)’ and f”(u). 
We illustrate our results by some special examples. For instance, if 
(,f( u)/u)’ < 0 for u > 0, then ( 1 .l ) has at most one solution for any A> 0 
and the solution exists only when i, E (A,, A,). Here I, (or &) is the point 
where a bifurcation from the trivial solutions (or from infinity) occurs. 
(Details are explained in Subsection 3.1; see Fig. 1 (a).) If (f( u)/u)' > 0 for 
u > 0, f(u) > 0 for II > 0, and Kf( U) d n/( n - 2) or KJ( u) is nonincreasing for 
u > 0, then ( 1 .l ) has at most one solution for any A > 0 and the solution 
exists only when A E (A,, &,). (See *Fig. l(b).) More general uniqueness 
results are presented in Subsections 6.1-6.3. 
In the case (,f( u)/u)’ changes sign, (1.1) may have multiple solutions, 
therefore the structure of the solution set is more interesting. For example, 
if,f( 0) = 0, f(u) > 0 for tl > 0, (.f( u)/u)’ andf’“( u) changes sign from positive 
to negative, and K,-(u) is nonincreasing for u > 0, then all solutions to ( 1.1) 
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(a) Bifurcation dkrgraul iu tllc (II) L3ifurc:;rtiou tliilgr;rrrl iu the 
c=e (f(4/4’ IO cxx! (/(u)/u)’ > 0 
FIG. 1. Monotone Bifurcation Curves. 
lie on a single curve, and there is only one turning point on the curve 
where the curve bends to the right. (See Fig. 2(a).) Another example is, if 
n>4, f(O)=O, f(u)>0 for u>O, (f(~)/u)’ andf”(u) changes sign from 
negative to positive, and -(n-4)/(n-2)<&/(u)<n/(n-2) for u>O, 
then all solutions of ( 1.1) lie on a single curve, and there is only one turn- 
ing point on the curve where the curve bends to the left. (See Fig. 2(b).) 
More general exact multiplicity results are presented in Subsections 6.4-6.5. 
Our results partially answer an open question asked by P. L. Lions [ 361 
in the early 1980’s. At the end of his survey paper [36], Lions conjectured 
that the structure of the set {(A, u)} of the positive solutions to ( 1.1) is 
similar to the structure of the solution set {(A, u)} of an algebraic equation 
1, u = J..(u), where I, is the first eigenvalue of -A on H:(Q). As Lions 
[36] pointed out, this was only a formal way of guessing the bifurcation 
diagrams at that time. In general, the bifurcation diagram can be much 
more complicated if the domain is complicated or the nonlinearity f grows 
supercritically. However, in the present paper, we rigorously prove that for 
all nonlinearities which we consider here, the exact shape of the bifurcation 
diagram of ( 1 .I ) is the same as that of the graph of 1, u = I..(U), and the 
Mm ll4lcu 
(a) Bifurcakm tliqpm iu the 
case (f(u)/u)’ from + to - 
(b) BifurcuLiou tliagraul iu the 
case (f(u)/u)’ from - to + 
FIG. 2. Bifurcation Curves with One Turning Point. 
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bifurcation diagram of ( 1 .l ) is just a re-orientation of the graph of u/f(u). 
(See remarks and the figures in Section 8.) 
The uniqueness of solution to ( 1.1) has been studied extensively in the 
last decade. There is a large literature on the subject, which includes, for 
example, [ 1, 10, 12, 14, 24, 28, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 461. In 
some of these papers, the uniqueness of the ground state solution was also 
studied. The ground state solution is the solution to 
1 
Llu+“f(u)=o, in R”, 
u > 0, in R”, 
max U(X) = u(O), (1.2) 
I.4 + 0. 1x14 00. 
On the other hand, the uniqueness or the exact multiplicity of solutions for 
1 near infinity can be proved even for more general domains and certain 
.f’s. The literature on this direction includes [ 19, 20, 231. There are also 
few results which give exact multiplicity (more than 1) of solutions for UN 
A> 0 and some special J’s, see [ 2, 8, 26, 511. The references here are only 
a very partial collection of works, and more references can be found in 
those papers. Our main results will be given in Subsections 6.1-6.5, and we 
will give more historical remarks at the end of each subsection of Section 6. 
In the paper, we mostly use the bifurcation approach. The key of our 
method is to study the local behavior of the solution curve near a bifurca- 
tion point. A bifurcation point can be a turning point, a point where a 
bifurcation from the trivial solutions occurs, or a point where a bifurcation 
from infinity occurs. Another important part of our approach is the 
oscillatory property of the solutions of the linearized equation at the turn- 
ing points, which essentially is an estimate of the upper bound of the 
Morse indices of the solutions. For all solutions to ( 1.1) which we consider 
in this paper, it is proved the Morse indices is either 0 or 1, that is the most 
common situation in the application. Combining these information, we can 
count the number of turning points and the number of the solution curve, 
thus determine the whole solution set and the exact global bifurcation 
diagram. 
The bifurcation analysis near turning points was first developed by 
Korman et al. [ 29, 301 for n = 1,2 and f being a generalized cubic function, 
and was generalized by Ouyang and Shi in [41] for any dimension and 
more general nonlinearities. In [29& among other things, Korman et al. 
gave a new proof to the result of [ 511. It was extended in [ 301 to n = 2 
and more general nonlinearities. Ouyang and Shi [41] generalized the 
result in [29, 303 to the ball of any dimension and much more general 
nonlinearities. On the other hand, the technique of studying the linearized 
equation is not new, and some of them can be traced to early works by 
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Kolodner [27] and Coffman [ 151. Since then, a lot of improvement has 
been made in, for example, [ 12, 19, 20, 34, 37, 411. 
We organize the paper in the following way: In Section 2, we introduce 
some classes of functions which we will study and the definition of bifurca- 
tion diagram for ( 1 .I ). The bifurcation method is described in detail in 
Section 3. We will first review some well-known local bifurcation results in 
Subsection 3.1, and we study the turning directions of bifurcation curves at 
bifurcation points in Subsection 3.2. The technique of studying the 
linearized equation is summarized in Section 4 in a uniform treatment 
involving Sturm comparison lemma. In Section 5, we study some proper- 
ties of radially symmetric solutions of ( 1.1) for generalfs. Our main results 
on the exact multiplicity will be given in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss 
the uniqueness of the ground state solution, or the solution of the over- 
determined problem 
I 
Au + lf( cl) = 0, in B”, 
cl > 0, in B”, (1.3) 
u=auja17 =o, on aB”. 
In Section 8, some remarks are given. In Appendix, we collect a few exist- 
ence results for ( 1.1) which are used in the proofs of theorems, and we 
describe a bifurcation approach for a class of Holder continuous non- 
linearities. 
Throughout the paper, we use U’ or U, to denote the derivative of the 
function or operator. R+ is the interval [0, co), f is a function on R+ at 
least C’, F(u) = 1: f(t)& au/an is the outer normal derivative of u, and 
resp. is the abbreviation of respectively. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Some Function Classes 
For all exact multiplicity results here, the nonlinearityf’(u) satisfies cer- 
tain convexity condition. In this section, we define several function classes. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let fE C’[a, b]. f. IS said to be superlinear (resp. sub- 
linear) in [a, bl if (f(u)/u) <f’(u) (resp. (f(u)/u) >f’(u)) in [a, b]. And f 
is said to be convex (resp. concave) in [a, b] if LIZ C2[a, 61, and 
f”(u)~O(resp.f”(u)<O) in [a, b]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f E C’ [a, b]. f is said to be of sup-sub (resp. sub- 
sup) in [a, b] if there exists c E (a, b) such that f(u) is superlinear (resp. 
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sublinear) in [a, c], and sublinear (resp. superlinear) in [c, b]. And f is 
said to be of convex-concaue (resp. concave-convex) iffiC2[a, 61 and there 
exists c E (u, b) such that f is convex (resp. concave) in [u, c], and f is con- 
cave (resp. convex) in [c, b]. 
When u = 0 in above definition, we should understand f(u)/u as 
lim u +,(f( u)/u). When a = - cc or b = co, we should understand that the 
close interval in the definition above is open in that end. For sublinear 
(resp. superlinear) S, we do not regard it as a sub-sup or sup-sub type. 
Therefore, when we say a function f is sub-sup or sup-sub type, 
(J( u)/u) -.f”( u) must be strictly positive and strictly negative somewhere. 
Similar for concave and convex,f: 
In this paper, we will always assume that f~ C’ (R ‘) and f belongs 
to one of the classes: superlinear, sublinear, concave, convex or sup-sub, 
sub-sup, convex-concave, concave-convex in R+, if nothing else is specified. 
Thus, with no confusion, we will only say, for example, f is “superlinear” 
instead off “superlinear in R+.” 
The definitions of eight function classes above are not mutually exclusive. 
In fact, by some elementary calculations, we can clarify the relations 
between those function classes as following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Letf’E C’(R+). 
( 1) If f( 0) = 0, then f being convex (resp. concuve) implies f is super- 
linear (resp. sublinear), and f being convex-concave (resp. concave-convex) 
implies f is either sup-sub or superlinear (resp. either sub-sup or sublinear). 
(2) If f (0) > 0, then f being concave implies f is sublinear, f being con- 
vex implies .f is either sublinear or sub-sap, und.f is concave-convex implies 
,f is either sub-sup or sublinear. 
( 3) If f (0) < 0, then f being convex implies f is superlineur, f being con- 
cave implies f is either superlinear or sup-sub, and f is convex-concave implies 
f is sup-sub or superlinear. 
(4) If f is sublinear or sub-sup, then f( 0) > 0; if f is superlinear or 
sup-sub, then f (0) < 0. 
Note if f(0) > 0 and f is convex-concave, or f(0) < 0 and f is concave- 
convex, then the monotonicity of f(u)/ u can change at least twice. We will 
not consider such cases in this paper. 
For f belonging to one of the classes we defined above, f(u)/u is 
asymptotically monotone. Hence we could define f ‘( m ) = lim,, o. (f (u)/u), 
which is possibly + co. Let A1 be the first eigenvalue of -A on HA( B”). We 
define two numbers I, and ,I, as + 
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i 
0 if f(O)>O, 
1, = ~,/f”(O) if f(O)=O, 
a3 if f(0) CO, 
and (2.1) 
i 
al if f’(co)<O, 
kc = A/fT=j) if O<f’(m)<oo, 
0 if f’(co)=co. 
Am and & usually are the bifurcation points of Eq. ( 1.1) by Theorem 3.1 
in the next section. 
We conclude this section with the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f E C’( R+), and belong to one of the function 
classes defined in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2.fis said to be asymptotic sublineur 
iff’( 00) < 0, asymptotic linear if 0 c f’( co) < co, and asymptotic superlinear 
iff(co)=m. 
It is easy to verify the relations between these asymptotic conditions and 
the function classes we defined in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (1) If f is sublinear or sup-sub, then f is asymptotic 
sublinear or asymptotic linear. 
(2) If f is superlinear or sub-sup, then f is asymptotic superlinear or 
asymptotic linear. 
2.2. Btfurcation Diagrams 
One remarkable result regarding ( 1.1) was psoved by Gidas et al. [ 241 
in 1979: if f is local lipschitz continuous in [ 0, co), then all positive solu- 
tions of ( 1.1) are radially symmetric. This result sets the foundation of our 
analysis of positive solutions to ( 1.1). We summarize some basic facts on 
(1.1) here: 
LEMMA 2.6. (1) If f is local lipschitz continuous in [0, oo), then all 
positive solutions of ( 1 .l ) are radially symmetric and satisfy 
i 
u” + ++~f(u)=o, re(O, 11, 
(2.2) 
cuy 0) = u( 1) = 0. 
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(2) Zf u is a positive solution to (2.2), u’( 1) # 0, and w is a solution to 
the linearized problem (ty it exists) 
i 
dw+~y(u)w=o, in B”, 
w = 0, on aB”, 
then w is also radially symmetric and satisfies 
i 
n-l 
Id’ + - iv’+~~(u)w=O, rE 
r 
(0, 1L 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(3) For any d > 0, there is at most one A,> 0 such that (2.2) has a 
positive solution u with 1= Ad and u(O) = d. Let T= {d> 0: (2.2) has a 
positive solution with u( 0) = d} , then A(d) = I, is a well-defined continuous 
function jkom T to R+. Iff E Ck(R+), then A( .) E Ck( T). 
Property (1) is the classical result of Gidas et al. [24]; property (2) is 
due to Lin and Ni [ 351. Property (3) is well known; see for example [ 9, 
281. Because of (3), we call R+xR+={(J,d):1>O,d>O} the phase 
space, {(n(d), d): (2.2) has a solution with u(0) = d, ,I = I,(d)} the btjiirca- 
tion curve, and the phase space with bifurcation curve the bifurcation 
diagram. 
For a solution of (2.2), ~(1, . ) is a degenerate if (2.4) has a nontrivial 
solution, otherwise it is nondegenerate. Sometimes we also call a degenerate 
solution a turning point. We also define the Morse index M(u) of a solution 
u to (2.2) to be the number of negative eigenvalues L(‘S of 
(2.5) 
If all eigenvalues of (2.5) are positive, then the solution u is stable, 
otherwise it is unstable. 
Note that in Lemma 2.2(2), we need u’( 1) # 0. In general, since u is 
positive, we have u’( 1) < 0. If u’( 1) = 0, then (2.3) has non-radial solutions 
but may not have radially symmetric solutions. 
3. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS 
3.1. Elementary Bifurcation Theorems 
In this section, we review some well-known local bifurcation theorems. 
In the original papers where they were proved, all the bifurcation theorems 
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were stated in an abstract setting, but the applications of those theorems 
to nonlinear elliptic equations like ( 1.1) are standard, we refer to standard 
references like [ 1, 223. So we state them in the context of Eq. ( 1 .I ) to ease 
the applications. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f~ C” (R + ). ( 1) (Implicit Function Theorem) Let 
(A*9 uJ be u positive solution to ( 1.1) which satiqfies 
$x)<O .for all XE as”, (3.1) 
and the linearized equation (2.3) bus no nontriviul solution. Then all positive 
solutions of (1.1) near (i,,u,) has form of (~(s),u*+.w+z(s)) for 
s E ( -6, 6) for some 6 > 0, where II’ is the solution of 
~lv+~*I'(u*)ll~= -f(u*), in B”, 
II’ = 0, on aB”, (3.2) 
andA(O) 1,‘(0)#0, z(O)=:‘(O)=O. 
(2) (Bifkrcation from the triviul solutions) [f f (0) = 0 und f’( 0) > 0, 
&=1,/f’(O), then all positive solutions of (1.1) near (&, 0) has form of 
(~L(s),~(~))=(~(~),~~~+~(~)) .for s~(O,d) und some 6~0, where II' is u 
positive solution of 
LllV + I, II' = 0, in B”, 
1.1' = 0, on as”, 
(3.3) 
and A(O) = A,, z(0) = z’(0) = 0. 
(3) (Bifurcation from infinity) Let f”( a3 ) = lim, -t m ( f( u)/u) E (0, cm ) 
and i,, = A,/f’( 00). Then all positive solutions of ( 1.1) near (A,, a) bus 
form of (i,(s), SIV + z(s)) for s E (6, co ) und some 6 > 0, where IV is u positive 
solution of (3.3), lim,,, A(s)=L,, und Il~(s)ll~z~~~~,=o(s) ass+ 00. 
(4) (Bifurcation at a turning point) Let (A,, u*) be a positive solution 
of ( 1.1) which sutisfies (3.1), and the lineurized equation (2.3) huve a 
one-dimensional solution space span{ IV}, which satisfies 
I Bn.fb*)~~dx#O. (3.4) 
Then all the positive solutions of ( 1.1) near (A.+, u.+) has .form of 
(A(s), U,+SIV+Z(S)) for s~(-~3~6) for some 6>0, where L(O)=A,, 
L’(O)=O, z(O)=z’(O)=O. 
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The implicit function theorem can be found in any standard analysis 
textbook, for example, [22]. The bifurcation from the trivial solutions 
result was due to Crandall and Rabinowitz [ 161; see also [44]. The bifur- 
cation from infinity result was due to Rabinowitz [45], and the bifurcation 
at a turning point result was proved by Crandall and Rabinowitz [ 171. We 
should remark that for asymptotic superlinear f, bifurcation from some 
(A, cc ) is still possible, though 1# I,. For example, forf( u) = e” and n > 3, 
,I= n(n - 2) is a bifurcation point where a bifurcation from infinity occurs 
(see [ 261). But these two types bifurcation from infinity are different. In 
this paper, if we say 1 is a bifurcation point where a bifurcation from 
infinity occurs, it refers to the type in Theorem 3.1( 3), and I = lco. For 
future reference, we introduce another result on bifurcation from the trivial 
solutions when f(0) > 0. (A proof can be found in [ 51.) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f E C’ (R) and f (0) > 0. Then all positive solutions of 
(1.1) near (0,O) has.form qf(~(s),s~~~+z(s)) for sE(O,d)for some 6>0, 
where Iv is the solution of 
i 
AIV = -f(O), in B”, 
w=o, on aB”, 
(3.5) 
andA(O)=O, z(O)=z’(O)=O. 
We remark that the results in this section are also true if we replace B” 
by a general smooth bounded domain Q, but we do not need that in this 
paper. 
3.2. Turning Directions at Bifurcation Points 
To use the information from local bifurcation in determining the global 
bifurcation curve, it is important to know the turning direction of the solu- 
tion curve at a bifurcation point. Let (n(s), U(S)), s E Z, be a solution curve 
of (I.]), where Z=(O,6), (6, cc) or (-S,6) as in Theorem 3.1(2), (3), or 
(4). And the bifurcation point is (A,, II*). 
DEFINITION 3.3. If there is 6, > 0, such that I(s) 2 1, for s E Z, then we 
say a super-critical btjiircation occurs at (A,, u,); similarly, if I(s) <A* for 
s E Z, then we say a subcritical bifurcation occurs at (A*, u.+). 
First we consider the turning direction at A.+ where a bifurcation from 
the trivial solutions or from infinity occurs. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (1) Suppose that (A,, 0) is a point l,vhere a bijurca- 
tion from the trivial solutions occurs, and (A(s), u(s)), s E (0, 6), is the positive 
solution curve in Theorem 3.1(2). We assume that, ‘there exists 6, > 0 such 
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that (f(u)/u) >/y(O) (resp. <<f’(O)) in [0, S,], then (l(s), u(s)) is subcriti- 
cal (resp. supercritical). 
(2) Suppose that that (A,, 00) is a point where a bifurcation from 
infinity occurs, and (A(s), u(s)), s E (6, oo), is the positive solution curve in 
Theorem 3.1(3). We assume that, (.f(u)/u)<f’(m) (resp.>f’(oo)) for 
u E (0, oo), then (A(s), u(s)) is supercritical (resp. subcritical). 
Proof: (1) Let 4, be the normalized positive eigenfunction corre- 
sponding to A, =&j”(O). Then 4, and u(s) satisfy 
and 
Au(s) +&f’(O) u(s) + (4s) -&y(o) u(s) + A(s)[ f(u(s)) -f’(O) u(s)] = 0. 
By integration, we get 
(3.7) 
(~(s)-~o)fl(o)sB”u(s)),dx+I(s) j&yfTo,] u(s)Ql,dx=O. 
(3.8) 
By the regularity theory of elliptic equation, since JE CL, u(s) E Czsa(B”), 
then for 6, >O, Ilu(s)lIc~~~~~, < 6, when s > 0 is small enough. If (.f(u)/u) 
> f’(0) for u E [ 0,6,], then for s > 0 is small enough, the second integral 
in (3.8) is positive, hence A(s) < 1, for small s > 0. The case of (f( u)/u) 
< .f’(O) is similar. 
(2) Similar to (3.8), we have 
(l(s)--n,)f’(oo) jB”u(S)dldX+ir(s) 6” [$$%w] 4s)4Ldx==. 
(3.9) 
If (f(u)/u) <f’( co), the second integral in (3.9) is negative, hence A(s) > A,, 
for all s > 0. The case of (f( u)/u) 2 f”( co) is similar. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. ( 1) Suppose that (A,, 0) is a point where a bifurcation 
from the trivial solutions occurs, and (A(s), u(s)), s E (0,6), is the positive 
solution curve in Theorem 3.1(2). We assume that, there exists 6, > 0 such 
that f is superlinear (resp. sublinear) in [ 0,6,], then (,I( s), u(s) ) is subcritical 
(resp. supercritical). 
(2) Suppose that (A,, co) is a point where a bifurcation from infinity 
occurs, und (A(s), u(s)), s E (6, co), is the positive solution curve in Theorem 
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3.1( 3). We assume that, f is superlinear (resp. sublinear) in (0, co), then 
(A(s), u(s)) is supercritical (resp. subcritical). 
In (2) of Proposition 3.4, we require (f(u)/u) < f’( co) for all u > 0, 
which is a very strong condition. In the future applications, we need a 
result which only imposes conditions on f near co. In fact, Ambrosetti and 
Hess [5] provided such a result, which we review here. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that (A,, co) is a point where a bifurcation 
from infinity occurs, and (A(s), u(s)), s E (6, co), is the positive solution curve 
in Theorem 3.1(3). We assume that 
lim inf [f(u)-f’( oo)u] CO, (resp. limsup[f(u)-f’(co)u]>O). 
u-m u-m 
(3.10) 
Then (A(s), u(s)) is supercritical (resp. subcritical). 
Proof Again we use (3.9). Since u(s)/ I]u( s) ]I o. + #i almost everywhere in 
B” as J + A*, thus u(s)(x) + a3 almost everywhere in B”. Let c = lim inf, _ m 
[f(u)-s’(a)u] ~0, then by Fatou’s Lemma, 
Thus (n(s), u(s)) is supercritical. i 
LEMMA 3.1. SupposefEC2(R+)andO<f”(ocj)<co.If’thereisa6,>0 
such that f is superlinear in [a,, 03) andf”(u)>( f)O for u>6,. Then 
(3.10) is satisfied. Similar result holds cf f is sublinear in [6,, m) and 
.f”(u)<( +)Ofor u>6,. 
Proof We assume that f is superlinear for u > 6, and f” 2 ( f )0 
for u>6,. Let p(u)=f’(u)u-f(u), then (f(u)/u)‘=p(u)/u’ and 
p’(u) = J”“( u)u. Since j-“( u) f 0, then there exists 6, >, 6i such that ~(6,) > 0 
and p(u)2p(b,)>O for ~126,. On the other hand, since y(u) 2 ( f )O, 
thenf’(co)=lim,,, f’(u)>f’(u) for u>6,. Hence for u&S2 
f(u)-f'(~):,)u~f(U)-f'(u)u=-p(u)~ -p(d,)<O, (3.12) 
and (3.10) holds. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose f E C2( R+) and 0 < f’( co) < co. If there is a 
6,>0 such that f is superlinear in [S,, 00) andf”(u)a( f)O for u>d,. 
Then (A(s), u(s)) is supercritical. Similar result holds tf f is sublinear in 
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[S,, 00) and.fYu) G ( f ,Of or u > 6,. In particular, if f is sub-sup and con- 
cave-convex( or convex), then the blfitrcation front infinity is subcritical; if f 
is sup-sub and convex-concave(or concave), then the bifurcation from infkty 
is supercritical. 
We also need a stability result for the solutions bifurcating from the tri- 
vial solutions or from infinity: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. (1) Suppose that (A,, 0) is a point where a btfiwca- 
tion ji-om the trivial solutions occurs, and (A(s), u(s)), s E (0, 6), is the solu- 
tion curve in Theorem 3.1(2). Then for s E (0, 6), M( u(s)) = 1 jf and only if 
A’(s) < 0, and M( u(s)) = 0 if and only tf l’(s) 2 0. 
(2) Suppose that (A,, co) is a point where a bifurcation from infinity 
occurs, (A(s), u(s)), s 2 6, is the solution curve in Theorem 3.1(3). Then for 
~26, M(u(s))=l ifand on/y ifA’(s)<O, and M(u(s))=O ifand only if 
A’(s) 2 0. 
This proposition can be followed from Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.13 and 
Theorem 1.16 of [ 171, we omit the proof here, and a detailed proof is given 
in [47]. (See also [48, and 491.) 
Next we consider the turning directions at turning points. We notice that 
in this case, A’(0) = 0 at turning point (A.,,, u*). Thus a simple way to deter- 
mine the turning direction is to examine the second derivative A”(O) if it 
exists. We assume that f is C*, then (A(s), U(S)) is also a C* curve. By the 
result of [41], we have 
1, fBn f”(u+)w3d,x A, i’ r”-‘f”(u.+)w3 dt 
0 
A”(0) = - =- 9 (3.13) 
I B” .f(u*)ll’dx s 
1 
r”- !f( u*) w dr 
0 
if (3.4) is satisfied, where IV is a solution of (2.3). We proved in [41] that 
if u and 1~ are the solutions of (2.2) and (2.4) respectively, then 
dr= ’ f’(u) uwr”-’ J dr=& ~~‘(l)u’(l). (3.14) 
0 
So if u > 0 and IV > 0 in (0, 1 ), and u’( 1) c 0, then j: r”-‘f( u) IV dr > 0. In 
fact, at a turning point, u’( 1) # 0 is always true by Lemma 5.3 for the case 
ofJ‘(0) < 0 and by the maximal principle for the cases off(O) 20. 
Let F: H~(B”)nH*(B”)+L*(B”) be defined as F(A,u)=du+Af,(u), 
where fl : L*(F) + L*(F) is the Nemyski operator of,f(u). We study the 
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turning direction of solution curve at a turning point under the following 
assumption: if (A,, u.+) is a degenerate solution to (l.l), then 
dimKernel(F,,(I,, u*)) = 1, Kerrzef(F,(L,, u,))=span{w}, 
and IV can be chosen as positive. 
(3.15) 
In this section, we give some criteria of turning direction at a turning point 
under this assumption, and in Section 4 and applications, we will prove 
(3.15) is true for some given f’s. We notice that, at (A,, u,), 0 is always an 
eigenvalue of the problem (2.5). Assumption (3.15) is equivalent to saying 
that 0 is the first eigenvalue of (2.5 ), thus the eigenfunction IV can be chosen 
as positive. This is a common case, since one of the solutions of ( 1.1) is 
usually stable, then at the turning points on the branch of the stable solu- 
tions, 0 must be the first eigenvalue. For example, the maximal solution for 
sup-sub j’ and the minimal solution for sub-sup .f are stable. 
By formula (3.13), we have following results: 
THEOREM 3.10. [ff E C’ (R + ), f is either superlineur or sublineur, and we 
u.w~~ne ut all degenerute solutions, (3.15 ) holds. Then ( 1.1 ) has no degenerute 
solution. 
Proof Suppose that (A,, u*) is a degenerate solution. Multiplying ( 1.1) 
by II’, (2.3) by u,, subtracting and integrating, we have 
o=j (Au,. IV-dw.u,) d,x=A I Lf’(u,)u, -S(u,)l1v dx. II” B” 
But f’(u)u -f( u) does not change sign in [0, cc), and )v is positive. There- 
fore we reach a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1 1. !f‘f E C2( R+ ), and satiA$es one of following: 
( 1) f( 0) < 0, and f is conue.~. 
(2) f(0) z 0, und f is concuue. 
und we asswne at all degenerute soltitions, (3.15) holds. Then ( 1.1) has no 
degenerate solution. 
Proqf: By Proposition 2.3, if f is convex and f(0) < 0, then it is super- 
linear. Similarly, iff is concave and f(0) 2 0, then it is sublinear. Then the 
result follows from Theorem 3.10. 1 
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THEOREM 3.12. !f,f E C* (R + ), and satisfjes one qf following: 
( 1 ) f( 0) > 0, andf is conuex. 
(2) .f(O) < 0, andf is concave. 
At a degenerate solution (i,, , u,) uf(l.l), ~f(3.15)ho/ls, then 1,“(0)#O,and 
(1) A”(0) < 0 iff is conuex and f( 0) > 0. 
(2) l”(O) >O [ff is concaue andf(0) ~0. 
Proqf: It is obvious by using the formula (3.13) and (3.14). 1 
For .f being concave-convex or convex-concave, we proved the following 
result in [41] (Theorem 2.2 and the Remark after the proof of Theorem 
2.2): 
THEOREM 3.13. [f,f E C2( R+) and satisfies one qffolluwing: 
( 1) f( 0) 2 0, and f is concaue-comes, 
(2) ,f( 0) < 0, and f is convex-cuncaue. 
At a degenerate solution (A*, u,) of ( 1.1 ), if (3.15) holrls, then 1,"(O) # 0, and 
(1) A”( 0) > 0 if f is cunue.~-concme, 
(2) A"(O) < 0 if-f is conccwe-conuex. 
The idea for proving Theorem 3.10 can also be used to prove the follow- 
ing fact: 
PROPOSITION 3.14. If f E C’ (R+ ), ,f is superlinear, then any solution u* 
qf ( 1.1 ) is unstable; [ff.f is sublinear, then any solution II* qf ( 1.1) is stable. 
Proof: Let q4, be the positive eigenfunction of first eigenvalue p, of 
(2.5). We multiply (1.1) by $,, the PDE version of (2.5) by II*, subtract 
and integrate, then we have 
-PI j- 
B” 
&u.&=jB~ (Au,.& -@,.u,)dy 
= A jB” C.f”(U,,~~, -.f(u*)l 4, L/-Y 
Therefore p, c 0 if f is superlinear, while ,u, > 0 if.f is sublinear. 1 
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We notice that Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13 do not cover the example 
.f(u) = zlq with 0 < 4 < 1, since it is not C’ at u = 0. Here we claim that the 
bifurcation theory for ,f~ C’(R+), i= 1,2, can be extended to 
fE C’(0, co) and ,im .f(u) -=b, for some qE(0, 1) and b>O. 
u-o- 2.P 
(3.16) 
(So .f(O) = 0 and .f E C’(0, cc) n C”qq(R+).) We will sketch a modification 
of bifurcation approach in Appendix to accommodate such nonlinearities. 
4. DISCONJUGACY 
An important tool to study (2.2) and (2.4) is the classical Sturm com- 
parison lemma. We rewrite (2.2) and (2.4) to self-adjoint form. 
(1 n--11I’)‘+jiY”-!f(II)=o, I’E (0, 11, 
u’( 0) = u( 1) = 0, (4.1) 
and 
i 
0 n--ll”)‘+~Lr”-~~(U)lI’=O, I’E (0, 11, 
lV’( 0) = w( 1 ) = 0. (4.2) 
We start with a weak form of Sturm comparison lemma. (The proof can be 
found in [41].) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Lrr(f)= [p(t)u’(f)]‘+q(t)u(f), wkerep(t) und q(f) ure 
continuous in [u, b] urzd p(f) > 0, f E [a, b]. Suppose LIV( f) = 0, w + 0. Zf 
fhere exists v E C* [ u, b] sucl~ fhuf Lv( f) . v(f) < ( f )O, then IV has at most 
one zero in [u, b]. In ucklifion if II~‘(N) = 0 or p(u) = 0, then w does nof huve 
uny :er’o in [u, b]. 
The zeros of 11’ are related to the concept of disconjugacy. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let Lu(t)=[p(f)u’(f)]‘+q(f)u(f), wherep(t) and q(f) 
are continuous in [N, b], then the equation Lu( t) = 0 is said to be discon- 
jugufe on [u, b] if every nontrivial solution has at most one zero on [a, b]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Following fhe notation in Definition 4.2, in addition if 
p(f) > 0 in (u, b), then LIV( I) = 0 is disconjugute on [u, b] if and only if 
LIV( f) = 0 has u solution w(f) > 0 in (u, b). 
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Definition 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 are taken from [25]. By Lemma 4.3, to 
prove IV > 0, it is equivalent to prove LIV = 0 is disconjugate on [ 0, 11. 
Next we prove Lw=O is disconjugate on an interval for various non- 
linearitiesf’s. (In the remaining part of this section, we always assume that 
L is defined as Lu = (r”-lo,), + ,W’- ‘f’(u)u.) First we notice that discon- 
jugacy is U~VUJL~ true when n = 1. In fact I,V and U, both satisfy the equation 
o”+A.f(u)o=O and 1v’(0)=1v(l)=O, u,(O)=O, u,(r)<0 for rE(0, 1). 
Suppose that iv( rO) = 0 for some rO E (0, 1). Then by the integral argument, 
we obtain 
w’( 1 ) ur( 1 ) - iv’( rO) u,( rO) = 0, 
IV'( 1 ), lV’( rO) # 0 and have opposite sign while u,( 1) ,< 0 and u,(rO) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore iv(r) > 0 for r E (0, 1). Consequently, we 
can classify the solution set of ( 1.1) when n = 1 and f’ belongs the function 
classes defined in Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13. (The detail classification 
will appear somewhere else). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let II = 1 and f being one qf superlinear, sublinear, 
convex, concuue, convex-concuue (f( 0) < 0) und concuue-comes (,f( 0) >, 0). 
Then the solution set of ( 1 .l ) cun be precisely determined. 
So in the remaining part of this section, we concentrate on the discon- 
jugacy problem for n > 2 only. Recall that, for givenf’e C’( R+), the defini- 
tion of&is K,(u): {uaO:.f(u)#O} + R, K,-(u)=uf’(u)/f(u). 
We first prove that if.f is sublinear. then LIV = 0 is disconjugate. In fact 
we have 
LEMMA 4.5. If.fECl(R+), f(u)>0 in [ul,uO], and ,f(u)/(u-u,) is 
decreasing in [u, , u,,]. Let u and IV be solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) respec- 
tiuely, und [r,,, r, ] c [ 0, 1 ] .SUC/I tlzot u( ri) = ui for i = 0, 1. Then (4.2) is dis- 
conjugate on [r,, r,]. 
Proof: Since f is C’, then f (u )/( u - ~1, ) is decreasing implies (II - II i ) 
f(u) -f(u) GO . m ul,uO]. It is easy to show, for u(r)=u(r)-u,, [ 
Lu(r) = -h”-‘[.f(u(r)) -.f’(u(r))(u(r) - u,)]. (4.3) 
Then La(r) 60 on [r,, r,], and u(r) 20 in [r,, r,]. By Lemma 4.1, Lu=O 
is disconjugate on [rO, r,]. 1 
For superlinear f or similar kind, we have the following two results: 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf n 2 3, f E: C’(R+), f(u) ~0 in [u,, u,], and K,(u) 
satisfies 1 ,< Kf( u) <n/( n - 2) in [u,, uO]. Let u and w be solutions qf (4.1) 
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and (4.2) respectively, and [ rO, r, ] c [0, 1 ] such that u( ri) = ui for i = 0, 1. 
Then w has at most two zeros in [ rO, r, 1. Moreover, $ r. = 0, then (4.2) 
is disconjugute on [ rO, r, 1. 
Proof: We choose the comparison function to be v,(r) = ru,(r) 
+(n-2)u(r) and vz(r)=r-‘v,(r). It is easy to calculate that 
(4.4) 
Lo,(r) =Ar”-’ 
[ 
(n-2)(~(u)u-f(u))_(n-3) v,(r) -1 (4.5) r r2 . 
Since U,‘(r)=(n- l)u,(r)+ru,(r)= -&f(u(r))<O for rE(O, I), and 
V,(O)=(n-2)u(O)>O, a,(l)=~,(l)<O. Then there is a unique zero 
r2 ~(0, 1) such that v,(r,)=O, and 
u,(r)>0 for rE(O, r,), h(r-IGO for rE(r,, 1). (4.6) 
In (0, r2) we can use v2 as the test function in Lemma 4.1, and in (r2, 1) 
we can use v, as the test function. So if r2 E ( rO, r,), by Lemma 4.1, (4.2) 
is disconjugate on [rO, r2] and (4.2) is disconjugate on [r2, r,]. Hence 
there are at most two zeros of IV on [r,,, r,]. The second part of lemma can 
be obtained the same way as that of Lemma 4.1. 1 
LEMMA 4.7. If 12>4, .f~c’(R+), f(u)>0 in [u,,uJ, and Kf(u) 
satisfies -(n-4)/(n-2)<K,-(u)dn/(n-2) in [u,,u,,]. Let u and IV be 
solutions of (4.1) und (4.2) respectively, and [ rO, r, ] c [ 0, I] such that 
u( ri) = ui for i = 0, 1. Then IV has at most two zeros in [ rO, r,]. Moreover, if 
rO=O, then (4.2) is disconjugcrte on [rO, r,]. 
Proof: We choose the comparison function to be v,(r) = m,(r) 
+(n-2)u(r) and v2(r)=r2-” v, (r). It is easy to calculate that 
Lv,(r)=jLrn-1[(n-2)f)(u)z4-nj”(u)] GO, (4.7) 
Lv2(r)=W(n--2)fl(u)u+(n-4)f(u)] 30. (4.8) 
Then using a similar argument as Lemma 4.6, we can show there are at 
most two zeros of IV on [ rO. r, 1. The s‘econd part of lemma can be obtained 
the same way as that of Lemma 4.1. 1 
The next result involves Pohozaev’s identity. We define 
H(r)=f[ruf(r)+(n-2)U,(r)U(r)]+krF(u(r)), (4.9) 
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where F(U) = 1;; ,f(s) d.s. Pohozaev’s identity is 
r;-‘H(r,)-I-;-’ H(r+y lJ”-1 
rl 
where O<I-, <r,< 1. 
I)-- 9 .f(u(r)) u(r) 1 dr, 
(4.10) 
LEMMA 4.8. !ff~C'(R+),.f(u)>O in [ u, , uO]. In oddilion, we aswne 
thut 
( 1 ) I$( u) is decreasing in [II, , 
(2) .f( ) -2F( )>O 111 [U U ‘;“‘: 24 u u/ I’ 0 . 
Let u und II’ he solutions qf (4.1) and (4.2), respecfively, [ ro, r, ] c [ 0, 1 ] 
such that u( ri) = ui.for i = 0, 1, uncl H(r) 2 0 in [ ro, r,]; Then IV has at r~o.st 
fwo zeros in [r,, r,]. Moreover, lf r. = 0, rhen (4.2) is ciiscorljugute on [ ro, r,]. 
Proqf: We choose the comparison function to be o(r) = ru,( r) + pu( r), 
where p > 0 is a constant to be specified later. Then 
Lv(r)=Ar”-‘{p[f’(u)u-.f(u)]-2f‘(u)} =Ar”-‘g(u(r)), (4.11) 
where g(u)=p[.f’(u)u-f(u)] -2f(u). Define 
ru,( r) 
h(r) = -- 
u(r) ’ 
in (ro, r, 1, 
2.f(u(r)) 
‘(‘)=/.,(u(r)) u(r)--(u(r))’ 
(4.12) 
in (r,, r,). (4.13) 
Then 
ll’(r) = (‘I - 2, uu, + ruf + A.fiu 
U2 
=2H(r)-2hF(u(r))+hj’(u(r)) u(r) 
tr*( r) 
I i,rf(4r)) uO.)-2Jlu(r)) 2H( r) _ 
u*(r) u*(r) 
(4.14) 
Here, in the second equality, we use Pohozaev’s identity. By the conditions 
in the lemma, we have h’(r) 2 0 in [ro, r,]. On the other hand, 
p(r)= 2 
Q(u(r)) - 1 ’ 
(4.15) 
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Since K,(zt) is decreasing in [I, u(r,,)], then ,u(r) is decreasing in 
[r,, r,]. Then one of following is true: 
(1) There exists po>O and r2 E [ro, r,] such that u(r) 20 and 
g(u(r))<O in [ro,r2], u(r)<0 and g(u(r))>O in [r,,r,]; 
(2) There exists ,uo>O such that u(r)20 and g(u(r))<O in [ro, r,]; 
(3) There exists ,uo>O such that u(r)<0 and g(u(r))>O in [ro, r,]. 
Then by Lemma 4.1, IV has at most two zeros on [ ro, r,]. And the 
second part of lemma can also follow from the second part of Lemma 4.1. 
I 
Finally, we include an important result due to Kwong and Zhang [34], 
which used the idea of Peletier and Serrin [42]. For the proof of this 
lemma, we refer to [ 34, Lemmas 13-161. 
LEMMA 4.9. [f,f E C’( R + ), and there exists u2 <u, < u. such that: 
(1) .ffu)<O, uE(U2rII,);.f(II,)=O;.f(U)>O, uE(u,,uoL 
(2) j:.f(u)du=O. 
Lef II und IV he solutions of (4.1) und (4.2), respectively, und [ ro, r2] c [ 0, 1 ] 
such that u(ri) = uifbr i = 0, 1, 2. Then (4.2) is disconjugute on [ro, r2]. 
Remurk 4.10. Lemma 4.5 was due to Peletier and Serrin [ 421, see also 
[ 20, 411; Lemma 4.6 was originated from [40], our proof is based on [ 311; 
Lemma 4.7 is new, and Lemma 4.8 is adapted from [41]; see also [ 121. 
5. PROPERTIES OF RADIALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we prove some generic properties of solution set of (2.2) 
which do not depend on the specific form off: 
To study (2.2), it is often helpful to consider the non-parameter version 
of (2.2): 
n-l 
u” +- u’+.f(u)=O, rE(O;R(d)), 
I (5.1) 
(u’(O)=u(R(d))=O, 
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where R(d)=&& d=u(O), or from another angle, the initial value 
problem: 
i 
II- 1 
cl’+- I’ u’+f(u)=O, I’ > 0, 
u’(0) = 0, u(0) =d. 
(5.2) 
Problem (5.2) has a unique smooth solution u( I’, n) for I’ E [0, co) if f is 
lipshitz continuous. The existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence 
of u( r, d) on d are standard, and have been proved in, for example, [40, 
421. It is easy to see that, via a change of variable I = R(n)r, a solution 
u( 1,r) to (2.2) becomes a solution to ( 5.1) u( I, n) = LI( A( n), 1.) with u( 0) = d. 
(Though we have a little notation abuse here, but we will keep use u( r, n) 
instead of u( t, n). So keep in mind that, ~(1, r) is a solution of (2.2), with 
I-E [0, I], while u(I., d) is a solution of (5.1), with /-E [0, R(d)].) 
We apply a standard shooting procedure to (5.2). We define, for any 
d>O. 
R(d)=sup{r:u(s,d)>O and ~,(.s,n)<O, .YE(O,Y)}, 
if U,(S,d)cO for O<s<<l, and R(d)=0 if U,(S,d)aO for O<s<<l. If 
R(d) = 0, then either u,(s, rl) E 0 for s > 0, then f’(n) = 0, or f(d) < 0 
and u,(s, d) > 0 for 0 <s c< 1. In the latter case, U(S, d) > n for s > 0 by 
Lemma 3 of [42]. According to the behavior of R(d), we can classify each 
d>O as 
N={~>O:R(~)<~~,U(R(~),~)=O,U,(R(~),~)<O}, 
P={d>O:R(d)<a~,u(R(d),d,>O,~,(R(d),d)=0}, 
G={d>O: R(d)=co}, 
(5.3) 
B={d>O:R(d)<cxl,~(R(d),d)=O,~,(R(d),d)=O}, 
C={d>O:J(d)=O}, 
E={d>O:j-(d)<O}. 
These sets are disjoint subsets of R +. It is easy to see that N, P and E are 
open subsets of (0, co), G, B and C are closed subsets of (0, a), and 
(O,oo)=NuPuGuBuCuE. 
By the result of [21], P=,{d>O:J(d)>O,F(d)<O}. We recall 
T={d>0:(2.2) has a positive solution with u(O)=d}. IfdeNuB, then 
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~(R(d)r,d) is a solution of (2.2) with A=R(d)‘. So T=NuB. If deB, 
then u( ., d) is a solution of an overdetermined problem 
n-l 
un+- u’+,f(u)=O, rg(O, R(d)), r 
(5.4) 
u’(O)=u(R(d))=u’(R(d))=O, u(O) =d. 
IfdEG, then u(r,d)>O, u,(r,d)<O for all r>O and u(.,d) is asolution of 
i 
n-l 
u” +- r u’+f(u)=O, rE(O, a), 
u(r) > 0, u’(r) CO, r E (0, ~0 ). 
(5.5) 
u’(0) = 0, u(O) = d, lim u(r) = c 2 0. 
r-al 
If c = 0 in (5.5), then u( ., d) is a radially symmetric ground state solution. 
In general, we have the following characterization of set G: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let dE G. Then u( ., d) is III solution of (5.5). Moreover, c 
sutisjks f( c) = 0 undf’( c) < 0. 
Proof: We multiply (5.5) by II, and integrate over (0, r). Then we 
obtain 
k[ur(r,d)12+(n-1) Ji ‘ur(s~d)12ds=F(u(0,d))--F(u(r,d)). (5.6) 
Thereforej,” s-1[u,(s,d)]2 ds< co, and lim,,, u,(r,d) =O, limrdm u,(r,d) 
= 0. Hence by the equation, lim,, co f(u(r, d)) = 0. 
So c is a zero off: Supposef’(c) > 0. We rewrite Eq. (5.5) as 
(rn-‘u,),+r”-tf’(u)=O. (5.7) 
Let p(r) =r”-‘u,(r, d) and w(r) =p’(r)/p(r), then we can check that 
w’(r)=--IV’-f’(u(r,d))+(n-l)r-4,v. So if r> 1, w,(r)< -w2+ 
(n - 1) I,V, that implies w(r) < n - 1. Since u( r, d) > c for all r > 0, f’( u(r, d)) 
>6>0 for r large. Hence w’(r)< -w2-f’(u(r,d))+(n-l)2r-1< -a/Z? 
for r large enough. So there exists a r,, > 0 such that w(rO) = 0, which 
implies f(u( r,,, d)) = 0 and u( rO, d) = c. That is a contradiction. Hence 
f’(c)GO. 1 
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Next we want to obtain a clearer characterization of B. We first intro- 
duce another auxiliary equation, 
n-l 
I# +- IV' + I,f'(u(L, r)) IV = 0, in (0, I), 
r (5.8) 
IV'(O) = 0, IV(O) = 1, 
where u(& r) is a solution to (2.2). Let IV(& . ) be the solution of (5.8). Then 
w(A, .) has the following relation with the Morse index of u(& .): 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that u(l, . ) is u solution of (2.2), and IV( A, . ) is the 
solution of (5.8). Then M(u(l, .)) = k if urzd only if w(ll, .) bus exactly k 
zeros in (0, 1). 
Proof: Let qk be the eigenfunction corresponding to the kth eigenvalue 
qk of (2.5). Then !I’( r) = w(A, r) and qDk(r) satisfy the following equations 
respectively: 
(p-l 
II")' +pr"- 'J"(u)II~ = 0, 
0 “-‘q&Y +,ar”-!f’(sr)qk = -qkrp,. 
Suppose that M(u( ,I, . )) = k, then vk < 0 and qk+, > 0. By Sturm com- 
parison lemma, between any two consecutive zeros of rp,, there exists at 
least one zero of IV. We extend rp, and IV to ( - 1,O) evenly, then (Pi has 2k 
zeros in [ - 1, 11. Hence IV has at least 2k - 1 zeros in ( - 1, 1). But II' is 
even and 0 is not a zero of 111, therefore 11’ has at least 2k zeros in ( - 1, 1) 
and at least k zeros in (0, 1). Similarly, by comparing IV with qk+, , we can 
prove that II' has at most k zeros in (0, 1). Hence IV has exactly k zeros 
in (0, 1). 
On the other hand, suppose that IV has exactly k zeros in (0, 1). Assume 
Mu(l, .))>k, then qk+l < 0. By the same argument as the last paragraph, 
we can show that IV has at least k + 1 zeros in (0, 1 ), which is a contradic- 
tion. So M(u( A, . )) <k. Similarly, we can show that M( u(,I, . )) 2 k. There- 
fore M(u(I+ . )) = k. 1 
By the maximal principle, iff(0) > 0, then u,(,I, 1) < 0. Even for the case 
of f( 0) < 0, we still have: 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ~(1, . ) and w( i, . ) be the solutions of (2.2) and (5.8), 
respectively, f(O) < 0, and a( I,, r) > 0, w( ,I, r) > 0 in [0, 1 ), then u,(?,, 1) # 0. 
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Proof Let L be defined as Lu = (r”-‘u,),+~r”-‘f’(u(~, .))u, and 
u( . ) = u(A, . ), W( .) = ~(1, . ). It is straightforward to verify that Lu,(r) = 
(n- 1) rnm3 u,(r), and by Lemma 2.6, u,(r)<0 for all rE(O, 1). Let 
r0 E (0, 1). Integrating 
[r”- ’ (lur; - IV’U,)] = IDLU, - U,LlV = WLU, 
over (0, r,), we obtain 
1 “,-‘[1~~(r,,u:(r,)-iv’(r,)u,(r,,]=~~(rz-l)r”-3u,(r)i~(r)dr. (5.9) 
Since II’ > 0 and LI, < 0 in (0, 1 ), then the right hand side of (5.9) is negative. 
On the other hand, if r0 + I-, iv( rO) > 0, u:( r,,) > 0 (recall j(O) < 0). There- 
fore, if r0 + 1 -, ir’( r,,)u,( r,) > 0. In particular, lim,, , - u,(r) < 0 and 
I/,( 1) < 0 since u, is C’ up to the boundary. B 
COROLLARY 5.4. B # Qr only [j’ f(O) < 0. Moreover, tf de B, then 
M(u(., 4) 2 1. 
Let W( r, d) = &I( r, d)/&f, then IV( . , d) satisfies 
IV” + - n-l~~~f+~(~~(r,d))ll’=O, r E (0, R(d)), 
I (5.10) 
The function \v( r, d) played an important role in the study of uniqueness 
and/or bifurcation problem of (2.2) or (5.1). It was first introduced by 
Kolodner [27] and Coffman [ 151. Later it was also the main tool of [31, 
401. Here we also use IV( ., d) to obtain some useful information. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let u( ., d) und IV( ‘, cl) he the solutions to (5.1) and (5.10), 
respectively, und do N v B. Then following stutetnents hold. 
( 1) M( u( ., d)) = k tf and only if IV( ., d) bus exactly k zeros in 
(0, R(d)). In purticular, M( u( ., d)) is even if 14 R(d), d) > 0, und M( u( ., d)) 
is odd tf w( R( cl), d) < 0. 
(2) IfdeN, then sign(R’(d))=iign(w(R(d),d)). 
Proof: The proof of ( 1) is the same as that of Lemma 5.2, since the 
equations are different only by a resealing. For (2), we differentiate 
u( R( d), d) = 0, and we have u,( R(d), d)R’( d) + u,( R(d), d) = 0. Since 
ud= w  and u,(R(d), d) CO, we obtain (2). 1 
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COROLLARY 5.6. Let u( A( d), . ) be a positive solution to (2.2), and 
w(,I(d), . ) be the solution af‘ (5.8). ff d E N, then sign( A’(d)) = 
sign( ,v( L(d), 1)). Thus if n’(d) > 0, then M( u( 1,( d), . )) is even; if 1’(d) < 0, 
then M( u( A( d), . )) is odd. 
ProqJ: Since I(d) = [l?(d)]‘, then 1’(d) = 2R( d) R’(d). 1 
Let d, E IV, and we consider the solutions u(I’, d) of (5.2) for 
dE (cl, - E, d, + E). If IV( r, d,) > 0 in (0, rO), then u( I’, d) is increasing with 
respect to d. But if w(l(d,), r) > 0 in (0, I), we cannot get that u(L(d), r) is 
increasing with respect to d or A, since ud(l( d,), r) is not a resealing of 
rv(r, d,), though u(n( d), r) is a resealing of u( I’, d). In fact, u,( A( d), r) = 
A’( d)u, (II, r), and it satisfies 
us + + u:+n(d)f(u(n(d), r))q,+~‘(d)f(u(J(d), r))=O, rE(o, 11, 
(5.11) 
ugI(d),O)=u,(i,(d), l)=O, uJA(d), 0)= 1. 
Whether ~(1, r) is increasing with respect to i, or d is an important ques- 
tion in some bifurcation analysis. We have the following result: 
LEMMA 5.7. Let u(J, . ) be a positive solution to (2.2), and IIJ(& r) be the 
solution to (5.8). Assume ~(2, r) > 0 .for YE [0, 11, then u,(J, r) > 0 and 
UJ A, r) > 0 for r E [ 0, 1) if one aj’ the follolving conditions is also satisfied 
(1) f(u)20 in [O,u(~,O)l; 
(2) n=l; 
(3) n>2, there exists b>O such thatf(u)<O in [0, b] andf(u)>O in 
Lb, u(LO)l. 
ProoJ By Corollary 5.6, 1’(d) > 0, so we only need to prove 
u,O,, r) > 0. 
( 1) By Lemma 5.2, w( A, r) > 0 implies that M( u( I, . ) ) = 0 and 
,u,[ ~(1, . )] > 0 (the first eigenvalue of (2.5)). That implies the operator -L 
(Lv=(r”-lv,),+W-l ’ S (u(A, . ))v) is invertible, and the inverse ( -L)-‘: 
C”[ 0, 1 ] + C’[ 0, 1 ] is a positive operator. By (5.11), ul( A, r) satisfies 
(-L)u,(1,r)=r”-’ .f(u(;l,r)) and u,‘(A,O)=uA(;L, l)=O. Thus u,(l,r)= 
t--L)- ‘rn-tf(u(J., r)) >O in [0, 1). 
(2) and (3) From (5.11), we have u,(& O)>O and Lu,(I,, r) = 
-rn-‘f(u(II, r)). On the other hand, we have L( ru,) = -21r”- ‘fc u( r)), and 
ru,(kr)<O in (0, 1). Let v,(r)=2J.uA(1,r)-ru,(A,r), then Lv,(r)=O and 
vr (0) > 0, vi ( 1) 20. Thus if v changes sign in (0, I), then v, changes sign 
at least twice. But on the other hand, L,v(II, r) = 0 and IV(;L, . ) does not 
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change sign in (0, 1 ), which contradicts Sturm comparison lemma. There- 
fore u,(r)>0 in [0, I]. (u,(l)>0 by Lemma 5.3.) 
To complete the proof, we use a homotopy argument and another argu- 
ment in [29, 30, 411. Let uk(r)=21uA(l,r)-kru,(l,r), where kE[O, 11. 
We claim that uk > 0 for all k E [ 0, 11. Suppose not, denote by k, the first 
k where uk > 0 is violated. Then akO( r) > 0 in [ 0, 1 ] and akD( rO) = 0 for some 
r,E[O, 11. Obviously, r,#O since uk(0)=2~ur(~,0)>0. If r,=l, then 
k, = 0, otherwise uk( I ) = - ku,( 1, 1) > 0. Hence we only need to consider 
the case of r. E (0, 1). We apply the intergral procedure to U, and uk in 
LO, rol, then 
= - ” [21( 1 -k,) r”-‘f(u(A, r)) u,(A,, r) s 0 
+(n-l)r”-3u,0(r)z4,(l,r)] dr. (5.12) 
The left-hand side of (5.12) is 0 since r. is a local minimum of ukO. For the 
right-hand side, ja r”-‘ak(r) u,(& r) dr c 0 since uk > 0 and U, CO in 
(0, ro). So, if ja r”- ‘f(tl(A, r)) ~~(1, r) dr d 0, we will reach a contradiction. 
If n=l, ~;Pf(u(~,r))u,(;I,r)dr=F(u(~,ro))-~(u(~,O))~O by (5.6). So 
(2) is proved. For (3), multiplying (4.1) by r”- ‘u, and integrating from 0 
to ro, we have 0= (l/2) r?-*uf(l, ro) = -1 ja r2”-*f(u(A, r)) u,(R, r) dr. 
Since f(u) changes only once in [0, u(,$ 0)], so there exists rl E (0, 1) 
such that f(u(k r,))aO in [0, r,] and jju(1, r,))<O in [r,, 11. And 
2;1(1-k)f(u(l,ro))=-~~(~.r0)~0, so r,<r,. It follows that 
o=Jl I “-‘fcu(A,r)) u,(i,,r) dr 
n-1 
I 
rl 
>r, r”-tf(u(l,r)) u,(b) dr+r;-’ I ” r”-‘f(u(A,r)) u,(b) dr 0 rl 
=3--l 
I 
‘0 
1 r”-‘f(u(A,r)) u,(l,r) dr. 
0 
This proves (3). 1 
At last, we discuss the horizontal asympototes of the curve of positive 
solutions. Since A(d) is a continuous function on T, we define: d= d, is a 
horizontal asymptote of n(d) if 
lim A(d) = co. 
d-d,.dcT 
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PROPOSITION 5.8. Suppose that f E C’(R+), and 1= A(d) is the btjiirca- 
tion curve of positive solutions of (2.2). If d= d, is a horizontal asymptote 
of A(d), then either d, E G u C. Moreover, u(r, d) + u(r, d,) in Cf,( R+) as 
d+ d,(A + 00) and de T. 
Proof Since d= d, is a horizontal asymptote, then there exists a 
sequence {d,,} such that d, + d, and A(d”) + 00 as n + CD, so R(d,) + co. 
Then d,$PuNuB, since for any d,EPuNuB, R(d)<oo for d near 
d Thus d, E Gu Eu C. If d, E E, then ~“(0, d,) >O since UE E, 
u:(r,d.+)aO. Thus u’(r,d,)>O for rE(O,e) for some e>O. By the con- 
tinuous dependence of u( r, d) on d, u’( I; d) > 0 for r E (0, E) and Id - d, 1 
small. But this is impossible since d, E N u B. Therefore d, E G u C. 
By (5.6), if d, E G, l: r -‘U~(r,d,)dr<coandu,(r,d,)<Oforallr>O, 
then u(r, d,) + c, u,( r, A,) + 0, u,(r, d,) + 0 as r + co. Similarly, by dif- 
ferentiating (5.1), u,(r, d,) + 0 as r + co. In particular, u( r, d,), u,( r, d, ), 
u,,(r, d,), u,(r, d,) are all uniformly bounded in R+. This is also true for 
d, E C, since all derivatives of u(r, d,) are identically zero. For both cases 
and any compact subset K of R+ and some E > 0, for d E [d, -E, d, + E], 
u(r, d), u,(r, d), u,(r, d), u,(r, d) are all uniformly bounded for r E K. 
Then by Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, for any sequence cl, + d, and d, E T, 
there is a subsequence d,,, such that u( r, dnk) + v(r) in Cz( K). By a diagonal 
procedure, we can assume (by choosing a further subsequence) 
u( r, d,,k) + v(r) in CH,( R + ). Obviously, v(r) satisfies (5.1) with v(0) = d,. 
By the uniqueness of solution to (5.1), we have v(r) = u(r, d,). [ 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Suppose that f E C’( R+), and I = i,(d) is the bifurca- 
tion curve of positive solutions qf (2.2). Suppose d= d, is a horizontal 
asymptote of 1(d). If d, E G, then lim sup,, d, u( A( d), r) < c untformly for I 
in any compact subset K of (0, 1 ), where c is dejmed in (5.5). In particular, 
if c = 0, then lim,, d, u( A( d), r) = 0 uniformly for r E K. 
Proof For any b E (c, d,), there exists a unique r0 > 0 such that 
u(rO, d,) = 6, and for r>r,, u(r, d,) c b. By the continuous dependence of 
u(r, d) on d, for any E > 0, there exists ii > 0 such that u(rO, d) < b + E for 
de[d,-6,d,+6]. Then for dE[d,-s,d,+6], u(r,d)<b+e for all 
r E (rO, R(d)). On the other hand, for any compact Kc (0, 1 ), Kc [r, , r,] 
for some Ocr, <rz< 1, and there exists S, > 0 such that dE 
[d,-6,,d,+6,], then [rlR(d),rZR(d)]C[rO, R(d)] since R(d)+ co as 
d+d,. Then for dE[d*-6,,d*+61], u(A(d),r)<b+e for rE[rI,r2], 
which implies that lim sup,,,* u( A( d), r) < b + E. Since b and E are chosen 
arbitrarily, then lim sup,, d, u( A(d), r) < c. If c = 0, we have u(A(d), r) > 0 
for any r E [0, 1 ), hence lim,, d, u(i(d), r) = 0 uniformly for r E K. 1 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. Suppose that f E C’ (R+), and A= I(d) is the bifurca- 
tion curve of positive solutions of (2.2). Suppose d = d, is a horizontal 
asymptote of I(d), there exists E>O, such that (d, -E, d,) c T, A’(d) >O 
andu,(i,(d),r)>O,fordE(d,-e,d.+)andrE[O,l), thend,EC. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.8, d, E G u C. But if d E G, by Proposition 5.9, 
lim sup,, d, 444, r) < c < d,, which is impossible if ul(A(d), r) > 0 for 
dE (d, -E, d.,.). Thus d, E C. 1 
6. EXACT MULTIPLICITY 
This section is the central part of the whole paper. The exact multiplicity 
and global bifurcation diagrams of positive solutions to (2.2) will be 
obtained. The results here are still far away from a complete classification 
of bifurcation diagrams for allf’s, but we have a very interesting exhibit of 
various bifurcation diagrams which are all rigorously verified. 
In this section, we only consider the positive solutions to (2.2). So when 
we say a solution to (2.2), we actually mean a positive solution to (2.2). 
Recall that & and 1, are defined as in (2.1), and the subsets P, N, G, B, 
C, and E of R+ are the same as in (5.3). In this section, the following 
proposition gives the stability information of the solutions: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If any degenerate solution u to (2.2) satisfies (3.15) for 
a given f then my solution u( 2, . ) of (4.1) has Morse index 0 or 1. Moreover, 
ifA’( d) > 0, then u(A, . ) is stable with Morse index 0; tf A’(d) = 0, then u(L, . ) 
is degenerute, unstable with Morse index 0; and tf A’(d) < 0, then u(L, . ) is 
unstable with Morse index 1. 
Proof In all the proofs of any solution w  of (2.4) can be chosen as 
positive, we use the assumption that W( 1) = 0. In fact, if we remove this 
assumption, using the same proof, we can prove that the solution w(n, r) 
has at most one zero in [ 0, I ] for any solution ~(1, . ) of (2.2), since our 
proofs do not depend on the fact that ~(1, .) is degenerate. Thus if (2.2) has 
a solution ~(1, . ) which has Morse index M( u( 1, . )) 2 2, then by Lemma 
5.2, the corresponding IV( 1, . ) has at least 2 zeros in [ 0, 11, which is a con- 
tradiction. The last part can be derived from Corollary 5.6. 1 
Our proofs of all exact multiplici$y results in this section follow a similar 
pattern, which we briefly describe here. The proof includes four steps: 
(1) The problem has a curve of positive solutions. 
(2) For any degenerate solution, the solution IV to (2.4) can be 
chosen as positive. 
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(3) By (2) and the results on turning direction at turning points, 
there is at most one turning point in each component of solution curve. 
(4) There is only one solution curve (i.e., the solution set is connec- 
ted ). 
On the other hand, we also discuss uniqueness of ground state solution 
or the solution to overdetermined problem (5.4), or more generally, the 
property of shooting problem (5.2). 
6.1. f Is Sublinear 
Equation ( 1.1) has at most one positive solution when f is sublinear. This 
is even true for the general bounded smooth domains. (For example, see 
CL 501.) 
THEOREM 6.2. Let/~C’(0, cn)nC”*“[O, CO). A.wme f(O)>0 andf is 
sublinear, then 
( 1) Equation (2.2) has no solution for 0 < I, G lo or i 2 Ax , and has 
exactly one solution for 1, < A < Ax. 
(2) All solutions lie on a single s~nooth solution curve, which starts 
,from (A,, 0) and continues to the right up to (I,,, a) (resp. (m, c) if there 
exists c > 0 such that f(c) = 0), there is no turning point on the curve, and 
M(u) = 0 for any solution II. (See Figs 3, 4, and 5.) 
(3) N=(O,m) if.f(u)>O for u>O; N=(O,c), C=(c) and E= 
(c, ccj) ifs(u)>0 in (0,~) andf(u)<O in (c, a). 
Remark 6.3. The asymptotic behavior off determines the asymptotic 
behavior of bifurcation curve as A + CD or [lull 7. --, co. If i,, < CD, f is 
asymptotic linear, then the bifurcation curve blows up at 1, (see Fig. 5); 
if A, = co, f is asymptotic sublinear, then the bifurcation curve continues 
to cc in the A direction (see Fig. 3). Theorem 6.2 is also true for f (L/) which 
is negative for u > c and f(c) = 0. In that case, the bifurcation curve con- 
tinues to co, and is bounded by /lull ~ = c. (See Fig. 4). There is no solution 
with llull x1 > c by the maximal principle. For the other nonlinearities in the 
f(u) lbllca 
k- U 1- x 
FIG. 3. ./‘ sublinear, and I,, = 0, ). , = r, 
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FIG. 4. /’ sublinear, and A,, > 0, 1, ,. = ,%. 
following sections, we can discuss the asymptotic behavior of bifurcation 
curve in the same manner. So we will not repeat the same argument in this 
remark for other cases. A,>0 iff(O)=O and JEC’(R+), f’(O)>0 (see 
Figs. 4 and 5) and 1, = 0 if .f’( 0) > 0, or f(0) = 0 and satisfies (3.16). (See 
Fig. 3). 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let u( 1.) = u( I’) > 0, then Lu( r) = i(f’u -f) < 0. 
By Lemma 4.1, LIV = 0 is disconjugate on [0, 11. By Theorem 3.10, (2.2) 
has no degenerate solution. By Proposition 2.3 (4), .f( 0) > 0. Iff( 0) = 0 and 
.f’(O)<O, then,f(u)<O for all u>O, (2.2) has no solution for any A>0 (in 
that case, A, = 1% = co). On the other hand, ifs(O) = 0 and f’(0) > 0, from 
Theorem 3.1 (2) and Proposition 3.4 ( 1 ), there is a solution curve C, bifur- 
cating from (A,, 0) and the bifurcation is supercritical. Similarly, if,f( 0) > 0, 
there is also a solution curve C, bifurcating from (0,O) by Theorem (3.2). 
Since there is no degenerate solution on C,, then Z,, can continue to 
1,, = SUP{ i, > 0 : (2.2) has a solution u(A) on C,} > 0. 
If i,,? < co, then Ilu(l % + co as i, + A;. In fact, if lim sup,,,; 
I]u( A) 11 % < CTJ, then (2.2) has a solution ( i,,V, u( 3,,V)), where u( A,) = lim i _ i,; 
u(J) and u( A,) is not degenerate. Thus Implicit Function Theorem 
(Theorem 3.1 (1)) implies that we can extend Z, beyond ;l,V, which con- 
tradicts the definition of 1,. Recall that T= {ti>O: (2.2) has a positive 
solution with U( 0) = G!}, then T = N = (0, cc ). By Lemma 2.6 (3), all solu- 
tions 
FIG. 5. ,/’ sublinear, and 2, > 0, %e7 < co. 
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of (2.2) are on C,, and there is no solution for 12 1,. By Theorem A.l, 
(2.2) has a solution for any large J if.f’( co) = 0. Therefore i,, c co only if 
0 <f’( co) < co. Hence 1, is the point where a bifurcation from infinity 
occurs, so 1, = Am. 
If i,, = co, thenf’( cn) = 0, and C, continues to i, = cci. If there exists c > 0 
such that f(c) = 0, then u(l)(O) c c for any solution u(n) on C,. So C, is 
bounded by a horizontal asymptote not greater than c. Since n’(n) > 0, 
then M(u(A)) = 0 by Proposition 6.1 and u(1) is increasing with respect to 
,l (or d) by Lemma 5.7. It follows that lim,, a, u(A)(O) = c by Proposition 
5.10, and there is no solution to (2.2) satisfying u(O) >, c since f(u) < 0 for 
u > c. If f(u) > 0 for all u > 0, then u(n)(O) + cc as 2 + a by Proposition 
5.10. From Lemma 2.6 (3), there is no any other solution of (2.2). (3) easily 
follows from the above argument, and by Proposition 6.1, M(u) = 0 for any 
solution u. 1 
EXAMPLE 6.4. ( 1) f(u) = uq for 0 < q < 1; (us~m~ptotic srrhlinecrr) 
(2) f(u)=log(tr+ 1); (asymptotic sublinear) 
(3) f(u) = 21 - up for p > 1; (usytnptotic negutioe) 
(4) f(u)=J&z4; (usJvnptotic linear) 
(5) f(u) = 2u + 1 - JZT; (as~~rnptotic linear) 
(6) g( cl) = f( u) + c, where f is unto esutnple above und c > 0. 
6.2. f Is Superlinear and Positive 
In this subsection, we assume that n >, 3, f is superlinear and J( 1;) > 0 for 
u > 0. By Proposition 2.3, f( 0) = 0. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let f E CL (R + ). Assume n B 3, f( 0) = 0, f is superlineur, 
and f(u) > 0 for u > 0. In uddition, KI( u) < n/(n - 2) .for all u > 0. Then 
( 1) Equution (2.2) has no solution for 0 < A< A, or 12 A,, und hus 
exuctly one solution for i, < I, < &. 
(2) AN solutions lie on u single smooth solution curve, which starts 
from (A,, 0) and continues to the left up to (Am, cn), there is no turning point 
on the curve, and M(u) = 1 for UI~JJ solution u. (See Fig. 6, note thut & cun 
be ~3.) 
(3) N=(O,co). 
Proof By Proposition 2.3, f is either asymptotic linear or asymptotic 
superlinear. We first consider that j” is asymptotic linear. By Theorem 3.1 
(3) and Proposition 3.4 (2), a solution curve C, bifurcates from (A,, co) 
and the bifurcation is supercritical. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.6, any 
solution IV of (2.4) can be chosen as positive. Hence by Theorem 3.10, there 
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FIG. 6. J is superlinear, positive and subcritical near 0 
is no turning point on Z:, . So C, can continue to the right without any 
turning. As II increases, C, either goes to cc in the 1 direction or intersects 
with u = 0, while in the latter case, a bifurcation from the trivial solutions 
must occur at (&, 0). (The curve cannot be broken since B = 0 by 
Corollary 5.4.) 
Next we consider that f is asymptotic superlinear. Since 
1 < &J U) < n/(n - 2), (A.1 ) is satisfied, then by Theorem A.2, (2.2) has a 
solution u(i) for any i, > 0 small. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.14, 
u(n) is unstable. Hence MU(~)) = 1 and l’(n) < 0 by Proposition 6.1. Thus 
there exists a solution curve .Z, starts from (0, m) continuing to the right, 
and there is no turning point on C,. Similar to the proof in last 
paragraph, as 1, increases, C, either goes to m in the 1 direction or inter- 
sects with u=O. 
We claim there is no another curve. Suppose there is another one, say 
C,, then Z, is entirely below C,, from Lemma 2.6. Since B= 0, then 
T = N is open. If Z, bifurcates from tl = 0, then the bifurcation is subcritical 
by Proposition 3.4 ( I ), and C, is bounded by some u( 0) = k > 0 and J = 0, 
thus it must have a turning point, which is impossible. If C, does not bifur- 
cate from u = 0, it also has a turning point, which is again a contradiction. 
Thus there is only one solution curve of (2.2). Proof of (3) can be followed 
from Proposition 6.6 below. m 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let f E C’ (R + ). Assume n B 3, f(0) = 0, f(u) > 0 in 
(0, cn) (resp. there exists c > 0 such thut f(u) > 0 in (0, c) und f( u) < 0 in 
(c, a)). @” FJu)<(n+2)/(n-2) for all u>O (rap. for u~(O,c)), then 
T=N=(O, 03) (resp. T=N=(O,c)); if&,(u)3(n+2)/(n-2)foruE(O,a) 
for some 6 > 0, then G I> (0,6). 
Proof We first claim that P = B = 0. B = Qr by Corollary 5.4. Suppose 
that d E P; we multiply (5.1) by r”- ’ and integrate it from 0 to R(d). Then 
we obtain that j$(d’r”- !f(u(r)) dr = 0, w  ic h’ h contradicts f > 0. Therefore 
(0, co)=NuG (resp. (O,c)=NuG). 
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If K/(U) <(n + 2)/(n - 2) for all u > 0 (resp. u E (0, c)). Since f is positive 
in (0, co) (resp. in (0, c)), then 
I1 + 2 
f'(u)u-- n-2 f(u)<0 (6.1) 
in (0, co) (resp. in (0, c)). By Theorem A.2, for A > 0 small, (2.2) has a solu- 
tion u(A), hence N # 0. We first prove that N 3 (0, S) for some 6 > 0. Sup- 
pose it is not true, we can assume that there exists L& > 0 such that &, E G 
and (&,,d,+G)cN, then lim,,,$ L(d)=co. For d>d,,, and Id-&l 
small, we have 
= I u(a4)f(u(44)) ny G c. (6.2) B” 
Therefore, lRn (V,u( IsI, c10)12 LLX< C and V,u( 1x1, d,) E L.*(R’). By [6, 
Proposition 1 ] and the equation (u( 1x1, (I,) is a ground state solution), we 
have 
s ,Vxu(lxl, d#dx=$ J-Ro ~(u(IA cl,))h (6.3) R” 
and 
J 
R” 
IVA I.4 dJ)lZ dx = J1, 4 l-4 43) S(u( I4 4)) dx 
Therefore 
2f- F(u(lx-l,d,))-U(lSl,n,, fu(lxl,do)) dx=O. 1 (6.4) 
But [(2n)/(n-2)F(u)-~!f(u)]‘=(n+2)/(n-2~(u)-uf’(u)~O by (6.1), 
SO [(2n)/(n-2)F(u)-uf(10]>,0 for all u>O (resp. u~[O,c)), whichcon- 
tradicts (6.4).Therefore G=@ and T=N=(O,co)(rq~. T=N=(O,c)). 
On the other hand, if K/(u)a(n+2)/(n-2) for all UE(O,~) for some 
6>0, then 
and (6.5) 
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for u E (0,6). By Pohozaev’s identity (see for example, [ 6]), if u is a solu- 
tion .of (2.2), then 
O<S it 1’ ds=A J [2nF(u)-(n-2)uf(u)]dx<O, (6.6) as” I.? 
which is a contradiction. Then G 1(0,6). 1 
Proposition 6.6 is essentially an application of Pohozaev’s identity. But 
if&,(u)a(n+2)/(n-2) only holds for apart ofR+, and in theotherpart 
.f is subcritical, then (2.2) can still have a solution. Moreover, it still can be 
unique as shown in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let f E C’ (R + ). Assume n > 3, f(0) = 0, f is superlinear, 
and f(u) > 0 for u > 0. In addition, K,(u) is decreasing for all u > 0 and 
K,, = lim,, .+ m &,(u)~[l, (n+2)/(n-2)). Then 
( 1) Equation (2.2) has no solution for 0 < i <I,, and has exactly one 
solution jar 1> L %. 
(2) All solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve, which starts 
from (00, g) for some g 2 0, and continues to the left up to (A,, cm), there 
is no turning point on the curve, and M(u) = 1 for any solution u. (See Figs. 
6 and 7.) 
(3) g &=lim,,,,+ K,(u) >(n+2)/(n-22, then N=(g, 0~)) and 
G=(O, g] for someg>O; lf K,,<(n+2)/(n-2), then iV=(O, CQ). 
Proof: We first prove any solution w  of (4.2) can be chosen as positive. 
In fact we only need to check the conditions in Lemma 4.8. Let 
Q(~)=uf(u)-2F(u), then Q’(u)=uf’(u)-f(u). Since f(u) is superlinear, 
then Q’(n)>0 for all u>O, and Q(O)=O. Therefore, Q(u)20 for all u>O. 
FIG. 7. ,f is superlinear, positive and supercritjcal near 0. 
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On the other hand, Let G/(u) =nF(u) -(n-2)/2f(u)u, then (v”-‘H(r))‘= 
W’- ‘Gf( u( r)), 
G;(u)= ~f(~~-~~~u,u=~f(u)[~-K~(l,)]. 
Since K/(u) is decreasing, then G,(u) has at most one critical point. If 
K, = lim, _ 0+ K/(u)> (n+2)/(n-2), then there exists u, >O such that 
GY( u) c 0 for u E [ 0, u, ) and G,(u) > 0 for u E (u, , cc, ). Since H( 1) > 0, then 
H(r) > 0 for all r E (0, 1). If K, < (n + 2)/(n - 2), then Gj( u) > 0 for all 
u~0,andG~(u)~Oforallu~O.So,wealsohaveH(r)~Oforallr~(O,1). 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.8, w  > 0 for all r E (0, 1). By Theorem 3.10, there is 
no turning point on any solution curve. 
1f.f is asymptotic linear, then by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.4 (2), 
a solution curve C, bifurcates from (A,, co), and the bifurcation is super- 
critical. If f is asymptotic superlinear, since Kr( u) < (n + 2)/(n - 2) for u 
large, (A.l) is satisfied, then by Theorem A.2, (2.2) has a solution for any 
1> 0 small. The other parts of the proof are the same as that of Theorem 
6.5, so we omit them. Note that K, must be greater than 1, so 1, = co. 
Proof of (3) can be followed from Proposition 6.6. 1 
The next result is essentially the case (1) of Theorem 1.3 in [41], and we 
refer the reader to [41] for the proof. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let f E C’ (R+ ). Assume f(0) = 0, ,f is superlineur, und 
f(u) > 0 for u > 0. In addition, there exists p < cn such that f(u)/(u -p) is 
nonincreasing for u > p, and Kf satisfies 
(a) K,(u) is decreasing in (0, p]; 
(b) In [P, co), &(u) G&(P). 
Then the conclusions in Theorem 6.7 hold. (See Figs. 6 and 7.) 
The examples offs satisfying the conditions in Theorems 6.5, 6.7, and 
6.8 are summarized here. 
EXAMPLE 6.9. (1) f(u)=@ for 1 <p<(n+2)/(n-2); (Theorem 6.7) 
(2) f(u)=Ci aiufi for ai> und 1 <pi<n/(n-2); (Theorem 6.5), 
(3) f(u)=Jm- 1; (Theorems 6.7 and 6.8) 
(4) f(u)=(u*+ku)/(u+l) for (n-4)/n<k<l and n>4. (Theorem 
6.5). 
Remark 6.10. ( 1) In Theorem 6.5, a solution of (2.2) exists for 
any “height” dE (0, co). This is also true for Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 if 
K,, < (n + 2)/(n - 2). But if K,, > (n + 2)/(n - 2), then there is no solution 
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for small d due to Pohozaev’s identity. For instance, in Example 6.9, for 
example, ( 1 ), a solution of (2.2) exists for any d > 0; but, for example, (3), 
K,, = 2, so (2.2) has no solution for small d > 0 if n 2 7. We also notice that 
in Theorem 6.8, we do not require n > 3. 
(2) The uniqueness result in Theorem 6.5 was originally proved by 
Ni and Nussbaum [40], and later Kwong [ 311, Chen and Lin [ 121 gave 
simpler proofs. Our proof here is based on that of [ 3 11, but we also discuss 
the existence and asymptotic behavior of solution curve here. Theorem 6.7 
and Theorem 6.8 appear to be new. 
6.3. f Is Superlinear and Has a Negative Part 
In this section, we consider f which is superlinear and has a negative 
part. First we revisit a uniqueness problem which has been studied by 
many authors (see [ 14, 12, 34, 371). The model function here is 
,f(u) = --u+uP for 1 <p c(n +2)/(n-2). The following theorem extends 
the uniqueness theorem in Kwong and Zhang [34]. 
THEOREM 6.11. Ler f~c’(R+). Assume na3, f(O)<O, f(u)<0 for 
u~(O,b),f(u)>Ofor u~(b, m). In addition, 
there exists O>O, such that f(0)>0, F(O)=J’f(u)du=O, (6.7) 
0 
and K/ satisfies 
(a) Kr( u) is decreasing in [ 0, 00) and converges to K, E 
[l,(n+2)/(n-2)) as II+ XI; 
(b) In t&Q, Q(u) 2 KJ(0); 
(~1 In (0, b), KY(u) <Km. 
If f(O)=O, then 
( 1) Equation (2.2) has no solution for 0 < ,I < i,, , and has exactly one 
solution .for I > II,. 
(2) All solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve, which starts 
from ( CY.I, g) for some ga 0, and continues to the left up to (A,, CD), there 
is no turning point on the curve, and M(u) = 1 for any solution u. (See Fig. 8.) 
( 3) If in addition 
f’(u) 60 in (0,cS)for some 6>0, andf’(b)>O, (6.8) 
then N=(g, oc,), G=(g), P=(b,g), C=(b) and E&=(0,6). 
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FIG. 8. fsuperlinear and has a negative part, f(O) =O. 
If f( 0) < 0, we ulso assume that f’( h) > 0, and f satisfies eitherf’( u) 2 0 in 
R+ and (A.3), or (A.4) &en it is asymptotic superlinear. Then 
( 1) There exists I> 1% such that (2.2) bus no solution for 0 < d < ,I x 
or A > 1, and bus exactly one solution for 2 ~ c ,I < 2. 
(2) All solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve, which sturts 
from (1, g) ,for some g > 8, and continues to the left up to (,I,, CQ), there is 
no turning point on the curve, and M(u) = 1 for any solution u. (See Fig. 9.) 
(3) N=(g, 03), B= {g}, P=(b, g) and C= {b} und E=(O,b). 
The key to the proof of Theorem 6.11 is the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let f be us in Theorem 6.11 and u be u solution qf 
(2.2). Then u is nondegenerate. 
Proof: Let O<rzcr,<l such that u(r,)=b and u(rz)=O. Suppose 
that u is degenerate, and IV is a nontrivial solution of (2.4). We prove such 
IV does not exist by four steps: 
(A) IV has no zero in [ r2, 1); 
(B) NJ has at most one zero in [0, r,]; 
(C) IV cannot have exactly one zero in [ 0, 1); 
(D) NJ must change sign in [ 0, 1). 
f(u) II~llca 
p- I\--------- cx 
zi 
FIG. 9. jsuperlinear and has a negative part, J(O) ~0. 
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The first three statements imply w  # 0 in [ 0, 1 ), that contradicts (D). So 
there does not exist such degenerate solution. 
(A) This is by Lemma 4.9. 
(B) We use Lemma 4.8. First, K/(u) is decreasing in [ 8, u(O)], f is 
superlinear in [&u(O)], andf(@u(@-2F(B)>O, sof(u)u-2F(u)>O in 
[ 0, u(O)]. Next, let GJ ZI) be same as in Theorem 6.7, since Q(u) is 
decreasing, then G,(U) has at most one critical point. By a similar argu- 
ment as the proof of Lemma 3.6 in [41], we can show that H(r) > 0 for all 
I’ E (0, 1). Then, it follows from Lemma 4.8 that w  has at most one zero in 
l-0, ,‘z)* 
(C) We notice that for any a0 > 8, there exists y > 1 such that 
y&f(u) - uJ”( u) < 0 in 10, u,], 
(6.9) 
lJs(U) - uf’(u) 2 0 in [u,, co). 
If 11’ has exactly one zero, say, w( r,-,) = 0 for Y,, E (0, r,], we choose 
zlO=u(r,,), then 1~20 in [O,r,] and cv<O in [rO, 11, and jA(rf(u)- 
zf( u)) ivr”- ’ dr>O. But on the other hand, by (3.14), li(yf(u)-ztlf’(u)) 
lvr”-’ dr = (2J) -’ ( y - 1) u’( 1) w’( 1) < 0, that is a contradiction. 
(D) If K, = 1, ,fis superlinear, then by Theorem 3.10, IO must change 
sign. If K,> 1, and we assume that IV>O in (0, l), then j; r”-‘[f’(u)u- 
K,.f(u)]lvdrirO since f’(u)u--KJ(u)aO for all ~20. But by (3.14), 
j: r”-’ [,f’(u)u-K,f(u)]wdr=(21)-‘(l-K,)u’(l) ,v’(l)<O, that is a 
contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.11. The proof of (3) will be given in Propositions 
7.1 and 7.2. By Proposition 6.12, (2.4) has no degenerate solution. By a 
similar argument as the proof of Theorem 6.5, there is a solution curve Zm 
bifurcating from (i,, , co). (This is also true when f’(0) c 0, see Theorem 
A.3.) If f(0) = 0, the solution curve 2, can continue to the right up to 
A= co, because that B= 0 and C, is bounded from below by d= 8. 
lim I-m u(l)(O) = g 2 0 exists and g is a horizontal asymptote of I(d). If 
f( 0) < 0, we claim that (2.2) has no positive solution when 1 is large. In 
fact, we continue C, to the right as long as u(n) is positive. If G, can con- 
tinue to co, then lim,,, u(n)(O) = g b 0 exists and g is a horizontal 
asymptote of L(d). By Proposition 5.8, g E G u C. Since g > 0 > 6, then 
g$C. IfgEG, then by Lemma 5.1, u(r,g)+c as r+oo for some c such 
that f(c) = 0 and f’(c) ~0, that is impossible since the only zero b off 
satisliesf’( b) > 0. Hence Z, cannot continue to co, but stop at A = 1. u(x) 
must be a solution of (2.2) with u,( A)( 1) = 0, otherwise Z, can go further 
by the Implicit Function Theorem. Hence g E B in this case. 
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Finally, we exclude the possibility of more than one solution curves. Sup- 
pose that there exists another curve Z’, #.E,, then C, must be entirely 
below C,. If f(0) = 0, C, is homormophic to R since T= N is open, and 
is bounded by d = g, d = 0 and II = 0, then there must be a turning point 
on Cl, which is a contradiction. If f(0) < 0, since A(d) does not have a 
horizontal asymptote, then C, = {(l(d), d) : d E [d, , d,] } and d, , d, E B, 
where we can assume that d2 = sup{ d E N u B: d < g} . But from the proof 
of Proposition 7.2, for any d E B, (d-e, d) c N and (d, d + E) c P. (This is 
’ even true without the condition f’(b) > 0.) Thus such a d2 does not exist. 
Hence, there is only one solution curve. 1 
The nondegeneracy condition (6.8) is not needed if we only want to 
prove the uniqueness of the solution in finite ball. But it is necessary for the 
uniqueness of the element in G. In fact, even whenf’(b) = 0, andf’ < 0 near 
0, we still can prove uniqueness of the ground state solution, but it is 
possible that there exists de G such that u(r, d) + b as r + OCI just like in 
Theorem 6.7. So if we assume that 
f’(u)<0 in (0,6) forsomeJ>O, 
and (u-b)f’(u)<n+2 
f(u) 
,x for u>b, (6.10) 
then the conclusions in Theorem 6.11 (3) are still true. Similar for Theorem 
6.13 (3). On the other hand, iff’(u) < 0 near 0 is not true, then the unique- 
ness of ground state will be in question. In the case of,f(O) < 0, iff’(b) > 0 
is not true, it is possible that there exists dE G such that u( r, d) + b as 
r + co, and the solution curve ,X:, converges to such a horizontal 
asymptote d E G. 
The uniqueness result for f(O) = 0 in Theorem 6.11 is known by [ 341, 
and our result here also discuss the properties of bifurcation curves. On the 
other hand, Smoller and Wasserman [ 521 proved that,f(O) < O,Sis super- 
linear and concave, then the solution of (2.2) is unique and only exists for 
1 E (A,, A,] for I,, &, > 0. It is easy to verify that iffis superlinear and con- 
cave, then it satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 6.11. Hence Theorem 
6.11 extends this result in [52]. For f asymptotic superlinear andf(0) ~0, 
Theorem 6.11 extends a uniqueness result by Castro et al. [9]. Our next 
theorem is a variant of Theorem 6.8, and we refer the readers to case (1) 
of Theorem 1.2 in [41] for the proof. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let f~ C’ (R ’ ). Assume f( 0) < 0, f is superlinear, 
f(u) <O for u~(0, b), f(u) >O for uc(b, 00). In addition, (6.7) holds, und 
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I I -A 
A* x 
FIG. 10. /concave. f(O) i 0 and Ax = 00. 
there exists p < co such that f( u)/(u - p) is nonincreasing for u > p. If p > 0, 
we assume K1 satisfies 
(a) K/(u) is decreasing in [ 13, p]; 
(b) In (601, K,.(u) 2 K,-(O); 
(cl In CP, ~1, Z+(u) G&f(p); 
Then the same conclusions in Theorem 6.11 hold. (See Figs. 8 and 9.) 
Remark 6.14. (1) Compared with Theorem 6.11, the conditions on 
Kf in Theorem 6.13 are weaker in [ 8, co), but the existence of p implies 
f must be asymptotic linear, while f could be asymptotic superlinear in 
Theorem 6.11. 
(2) The function f in Theorem 6.11 is not necessarily superlinear, and 
we did not apply Theorem 3.10. In fact, we can extend Theorem 3.10 in 
the following way: replacing f is superlinear (resp. sublinear) by f(u)/@ 
is increasing (resp. decreasing) for p 2 1 (resp. 0 <p < 1 ), then kv must 
change sign. Such conditions on f have been discussed in [38, 341. 
EXAMPLE 6.15. (1) f(u)=-u+d'-c for c>O and l<p<(n+2)/ 
(n - 2); ( Theorem 6.11) 
(2) f(u)= --xi a@+UPfor 1 <p,<p<(n+2)/(n-2);(Theorem6.11) 
(3) f(u)=(u’+ku)/(u+l)fork<O. (Theorems6.11 and6.13). 
6.4. f Is Sup-sub 
Here we begin to explore the bifurcation diagrams with one turning 
point. We first consider concave f: Bi Proposition 2.3, if f is sup-sub and 
concave, then f(0) c 0. 
THEOREM 6.16. Let f E C’(R+). Assume f(O)<O, f(u) <O for UE [0, b), 
f is concave, sup-sub, and (6.1) holds. Then 
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f(u) 
I/- U 
ll4lCO 
!d x 
A* x hl 
FIG. 11. ,fconcave, f(O) <O and I., < m. 
(1) There exist I> A.,, > 0 such that (2.2) has no solution for 1< L, 
or A> max(1,. , I), has exactly one solution for min(L%, , X) < L < 
max(1,,X) or I=L,, and has exactly two solutions .for I,, < A< 
min(l,, 1). 
(2) All solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve C, which fat 
I,> 1, has two branches denoted by .?I+ (the upper branch) and C- (the 
lower branch); C+ continues to the right up to (R,, 00) iff(u) >0 for all II 
large, or to ( 00, c) tf there exists c > b such that f(c) = 0 and f( u) < 0 for 
u > c; C- continues to the right down to (1, g) for some g > 8; there is a 
unique turning point on the curve, the curve bends to the right at the turning 
point, and M(u) =O,for u on ,Z’+, M(u) = 1 for u on C-. (See Figs. 10 and 
11.) 
(3) N=(g,m), B=(g), P=(b,g), C=(b) andE=(O,b)iffu)>O 
foru>b,N=(g,c),B={g},P=(b,g),C={b,c}andE=(O,b)u(c,a3) 
tff(u)>Ofor uE(b,c) andf(u)<O in (c, ccj). 
To prove Theorem 6.16, we first prove a lemma which is of interest by 
itself: 
LEMMA 6.17. If there exists a > 0 such that f(u) 2 au for u >/ 0, then 
there exists A > 0, such that for L > A, ( 1.1) has no positive solution. 
Similarly, if there exists a > 0 such that f(u) < au for u > 0, then there exists 
A > 0, such that for I< A, ( 1.1) has no positive solution. 
Proof Suppose that f(u) 2 au for u 2 0. Let 4, be the positive eigen- 
function of first eigenvalue A,, multiply ( 1.1) by q5,, and integrate over Q. 
We have 
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Thus if ( 1.1) has a positive solution, then 1~ 1, /a. Suppose that f(u) < au 
for u 2 0. If u is a positive solution of ( 1.1 ), then 
u2dx. (6.12) 
Thus if ( 1.1) has a solution, then 12 Al/a. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.16. By Lemma 4.5 (choose p = 6) and Lemma 4.9, 
any solution IV of (2.4) can be chosen as positive. Thus by Theorem 3.12, 
at turning points, the solution curve bends to the right. So there is at most 
one turning point on each curve. 
By Proposition 2.5, f is either asymptotic linear or asymptotic sublinear. 
Iffis asymptotic linear, by Theorem 3.1 (3), there is a solution curve C, 
bifurcating from (A,, co). The solution in C, is positive if ]I - il, 1 small 
enough since u(n)/1 ]u(n)] I o. + $i as A+ I,, where 4, is the normalized 
eigenfunction of 1,. Moreover, the bifurcation at AC0 is subcritical, Zc, 
bifurcates to the left by Corollary 3.8, and by Proposition 3.9, the solutions 
on Z, are stable when IIu(JL)J] ca is large enough. If f is asymptotic sub- 
linear, we can apply Theorem A.1 to show that there exists a positive solu- 
tion uL of ( 1.1) for any A > 0 large enough and the solution is stable, satisfy- 
ing 1i[ Us] > 0. Again, we denote the solution curve by C,. We continue 
Z, to the left by the Implicit Function Theorem. By Corollary 5.4, if the 
solution is stable, then the normal derivative at the boundary does not 
vanish, which implies the solutions nearby are still positive and stable. 
Therefore, we can continue Z, to A, = inf{ A > 0: ( 1.1) has a stable solu- 
tion with this 1 on C,}. From Lemma 6.17, A, > 0 since j(u) < uu for 
II 2 0. ,Zm either bends back at II, or blows up at I, from the right side of 
A,. (Blow up means [lull + co as A-,&.) 
If C, blows up at A,, then I, becomes a point where a bifurcation from 
infinity occurs. From Corollary 3.8, the curve bifurcating from infinity can 
only be subcritical, which is a contradiction. Thus C, must bend back at 
A .+, and A, is a turning point. At the turning point, we still have 
(au(n)/&)(x) < 0 for any x E aB” by Corollary 5.4. Therefore, the lower 
branch of C, still consists of positive solutions near turning point. The 
lower branch cannot be continued to A = cc as in the proof of Theorem 
6.11, and Z, must stop at some X(d) for some d E B. 
Again, for the proof of (3), we provg it independently in Proposition 7.2. 
We claim that C, is the unique solution curve of (2.2). In fact, if there 
is another solution curve C,, then it must be entirely below C,. By the 
proof of Proposition 7.2, for each dEB, (d, d+e)cN. Thus if 
C, = [ dl , d,], then d2 4 C1 and d2 must be a horizontal asymptote. This is 
impossible iff(u)>O for u>b since G=@ (notice$‘(b)>O) and C=(b), 
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then there is no horizontal asymptote. Iff(u) > 0 in (b, c) and f(u) c 0 in 
(c, m), then c is the horizontal asymptote of C, , and it cannot be the 
horizontal asymptote of C, too. Hence C, is the unique solution curve. 1 
Castro and Gadam [ 81 proved a similar result as Theorem 6.11. The 
proof here is based on our unified approach, and it seems to be more 
general. 
Next we consider convex-c0ncave.f: The following results are extensions 
of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in [ 4 11. The proof is the same as [ 411 except here 
we also include the case off(O) < 0, but the proofs forf(0) < 0 can be easily 
modified from the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in [41] and the proof of 
Theorem 6.16. so we omit them. 
THEOREM 6.18. Lef f~ C’( R + ). Assume f( 0) < 0, f is convex-concave 
and sup-sub, f (u) < 0 in (0, b), either f (u) > 0 in (b, CG ), (or there exists c > 0 
such that f(u)>0 in (b, c) andf’(u)<O in (c, co),) and (6.7) holds. In addi- 
tion, let a be the point where f” changes sign, p = a - (f(x)/f(a)), and we 
assume that if p > 8, then 
(a) K,-(u) 2 Kf(@ for u E (b, 01; 
(b) &r(u) is nonincreasing in [ 0, p]; 
(cl L$(u)GKr(p)for uE[p,al. 
If f (0) = 0, then 
( 1) There exists A, > 0 such that (2.2) has no solution .for I,< A,, has 
exactly one solution for 1% < A < c/3 or A = 1,, and has exactly two solutions 
for 1,<1<1,. 
(2) All solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve C, which ,fot 
A> i,, has two branches denoted by C+ (the upper branch) and C- (the 
lower branch); C+ continues to the right up to (I,, XI) iff(u) > 0 for all u 
large, or to ( 03, c) lf there exists c > 0 such that f(c) = 0; C- continues to 
the left up to (03, g) for some g > 0; There is a unique turning point on the 
FIG. 12. fconvex-concave, f’(O) ~0 and I., = co. 
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FIG. 13. .f convex-concave, f’( 0) < 0 and A 7 r 0. 
curve, the curve bends to the right at the turning point, and M(u) = 0 for u 
on C+, M(u) = 1 .for u on L’-. (See Figs. 12 and 13) 
(3) N=(g,a), G={g}, P=(b,g), C=(b) and E=(O,b) if 
.f(u)>O for u>b, N=(g,c), G={g}, P=(b,g), C={b,c} and 
E=(O,b)u(c, a3) iff(u)>Ofor uE(b,c) andf(u)cO in (c, VJ). 
If f(O) < 0, then the conclusions in Theorem 6.16 hold. (See Figs. 10 
and 11.) 
THEOREM 6.19. Let f E C’( R+ ). Assume f(0) = 0, f is convex-concave 
and sup-sub, eitherf’( LI) > 0 in (0, CD) or there exists c> 0 such that f(u)>0 
in (0, c) and f( u) < 0 in (c, cc,). In addition, let a und p be defined as in 
Theorem 6.18, and we assume that 
(a) Kr( u) is nonincreasing in [ 0, p]; 
(b) Q(u)GKf(p)for u~Cp,al. 
Then 
( 1) There exists A, > 0 such that (2.2) has no solution for 1 c A,, has 
exactly one sohrtion for 1, <A < cc or A =A*, and has exactly two solutions 
forA,-cA-cA,. 
(2) AN solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve C, which for 
A> ,I, has two branches denoted by Z+ (the upper branch) and C- (the 
lower brunch); .I’+ continues to the right up to (A,, co) iff(u) > 0 for all u 
large, or to ( 03, c) if there exists c > 0 such that f(c) = 0; .Z’- continues to 
the left up to (co, g) for some g >, 0; There is a unique turning point on the 
curve, the curve bends to the right at ‘the turning point, and M(u) = 0 for u 
on Z+, M(u)= 1 for u on C-. (See Figs. 14 and 15.) 
(3) N=(g, 00) and G=(O,g], if f(u)>0 .for u>O; N=(g,c), 
G=(O, 81, C= {c}, and E=(c, co) iff(u)>Ofor uE(b,c) andf(u)<O in 
(c, a). 
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FIG. 14. ,/convex-concave, J’( 0) = 0 and 1, = co. 
EXAMPLE 6.20. ( 1) f(u) = u( u - b)( c - u), where 0 < 2b < c; ( Theorem 
6.18) 
(2) f(u)=u”-u”, where 0 <p < q; ( Theorem 6.19) 
(3) f(u)=u(u-b)/(l +ad’), where a>O, b>O, 1 <p<2; (Theorem 
6.19) 
(4) f(u)=(u+c)“-P-u, where O<p<l and a,c>O. (Theorem 
6.16) 
Forf(u)=u(u-b)(c-u), 0<2b<c and II= 1, Smoller and Wasserman 
[51] used time-mapping technique to prove the exact multiplicity and 
showed the exact c-shape of the bifurcation curve. For n-dimensional 
ball, Gardner and Peletier [23] proved that (2.2) has exactly two solutions 
when i, is large, for a class off including f(u) = u( II - b)(c - u), 0 < 2b < c 
and 2b close to c. Korman et (11. [29] developed a new global bifurcation 
approach, and they showed the exact c-shape of the bifurcation curve for 
a generalizing cubic nonlinearity for n = 1 in [29] and n = 2 in [ 301. 
Theorems 6.18 and 6.19 are much more general not only for the dimension 
of the space but also the scope of the nonlinearities. Dancer [ 19, 201 
proved (2.2) has exactly two solutions when A is large, for a class off 
similar to those in Theorem 6.18 and a class of symmetric domains which 
includes ellipses. 
FIG. 15. Jconvex-concave, f’(O)=0 and i., r0. 
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For the nonlinearity like j(u) = up - u“, 1 < y <p, our result on the exact 
multiplicity seems to be the first one to give the exact multiplicity of solu- 
tions on balls, though Kwong et al. [ 331 studied uniqueness of the ground 
state solution. Our result here include more general nonlinearities and our 
proof seems to be simpler. Note that, the ground state solution exists only 
when Ko=lim,,,,+ K/(u) > (n + 2)/(n - 2), which is equivalent to q > 
(n+2)/(n-2) forj(z4)=up-u~~, 1 < q <p. Whether g in Theorem 6.19 is 
positive or zero can be determined by Proposition 6.6. 
6.5. .f Is Sub-sup 
In this subsection, we will prove for some sub-sup jl the bifurcation 
diagram of (2.2) is exactly D-shape. 
THEOREM 6.2 1. Let f E C2 (R + ). Assume f is sub-sup, f(u) > 0 for u > 0, 
either f(0) > 0 andf is convex, or f(0) > 0 and f is concave-convex. In addi- 
tion, we assume n 3 4 and, - (n - 4)/(n - 2) < I+(u) d n/( n - 2) for u > 0. 
Then 
(1) There is ,I, > 0 such that (2.2) has no solution for 0 <A < 
min(J,,, &) or 1>L,, has exactly one solution for min(J.,, A,,) < ), < 
max( i, ~ , A,) or A=&, and has exactly two solutions for max(I %, A,) 
<l<?L,. 
(2) AN solutions lie on a single smooth solution curve C, which for 
1~ 1, has two branches denoted by I:+ (the upper branch) and Zc- (the 
lower branch); Z+ continues to the left up to (I,, , co ); C- continues to the 
left down to (&, 0); There is a unique turning point on the curve, the curve 
bends to the kft at the turning point, and M(u) = 1 for u on L’+, M(u) = 0 
for u on C-. (See Figs. 16 and 17.) 
(3) N=(O,co). 
The same conclusions hold if f E C’(0, co), satisfies (3.16) and the same 
convexity condition and growth condition. 
f(u) ll4loO 
LA-. ’ I’r?_ 
l 
FIG. 16. ./convex, sub-sup, A,= 0 and I, =O. 
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FIG. 17. /concave-convex. sub-sup, I.,, > 0 and I, > 0.. 
Proof For sub-sup f, by Proposition 2.3 (4), f(0) > 0. Iff(0) > 0, then 
a solution curve bifurcates from (0,O) by Theorem 3.2 and the curve bifur- 
cates to the right. Iff(0) = 0, then f’(0) must be positive. Otherwise f < 0 
near 0. Then 1, > 0, and it is a point where a bifurcation from the trivial 
solutions occurs. Moreover, by Proposition 3.6, the curve bifurcates to the 
right. We denote this curve bifurcating from the trivial solutions by ZO. We 
continue Z0 to the right as long as it is possible. But, on the other hand, 
there is no solution of ( 1.1) for large A > 0 since f(u) > au for u 2 0 and 
Proposition 6.17. We define 1, = SUP{ A> 0 : ( 1.1) has a stable solution with 
this A on Z,} > 0. Therefore Z’, either bends back at I, or blows up at A* 
from the left side of I,. 
If C, blows up at A,, then & becomes a point where a bifurcation from 
infinity occurs. By Corollary 3.8, the curve bifurcating from infinity can 
only be supercritical, which is a contradiction. Thus C, must bend back at 
&., and A* is a turning point. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.7, any solution I,V of (4.2) can be chosen 
as positive. Hence by Theorems 3.12 and 3.13, n”(O) < 0 at any turning 
point. Hence (A,, u*) is the only turning point on C,. After turning to the 
left, C, continues to the left, and it must go unbounded in ]\u[] ~ direction. 
Thus T= N = (0, co) and C, is the only solution curve of (2.2). If f is 
asymptotic linear, then Z, must terminate at (A,, co). Iff is asymptotic 
superlinear, K,(u) < n/(n - 2), (2.2) has two solutions for each 1 E (0, A*) 
(by using Mountain Pass Lemma in the same way as [4] or Theorem A.2,) 
then C, can be extended to (0, 03 ). 1 
This theorem is new, though the conditions on &(are very similar to the 
conditions of Theorem 2.47 in [40], where a uniqueness result was proved. 
For f satisfies f; f’, f” > 0 in [0, co), Crandall and Rabinowitz [ 181 
showed the existence of the solution curve from the trivial solutions and 
the first turning point for general domains, and Amann [2] proved the 
exact multiplicity for f is asymptotic linear and &/A, < &( Q)/n, (Q). 
Joseph and Lundgren [26] proved the exact multiplicity for special cases 
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f(u) = ( 1 + u)P and f(u) = e” for ball domains. Recently, Ambrosetti et al. 
[ 41 studied Eq. (2.2) with general bounded domain and f(u) = ~4 + zP for 
0 < q < 1 <p < (n + 2)/(n - 2). They proved the existence of two positive 
solutions for 1 E (0, A,). Theorem 6.21 shows that, for the nonlinearities in 
[4] with p E ( 1, n/(n - 2)] and ball domains with n 2 4, there are exactly 
two solutions for 1 E (0, A*). 
EXAMPLE 6.22. (1) f(u)=up+c,fi~ 1 <p<n/(n-2) andc>O; 
(2) f(u)=(l +u)P,for 1 <p<n/(n-2); 
(3) f(u)=up+uq,for o<q< 1 <p<n/(n-2). 
7. SOLUTION IN LIMIT CASES 
In this section, we give the proof of the uniqueness of the ground state 
solution or the solution of overdetermined problem. 
First we assume thatfEC’(R+),f(O)=O,f’(U)<O in (0,6),f(u)<O in 
(O,h)forb>O,f(b)=O,f’(b)>0,(6.7)holds,andeitherS(u)>Oin(b,oo), 
orthereexistsc>0such thatf(u)>Oin (b,c) andf(u)<Oin (c,co). For 
any g E G, U(Y, g) is a ground state solution. In the case of f(u) > 0 in 
(b, co), if in addition f satisfies (A.l), then it was proved by Berestycki et 
al. [ 71 that G # @. The uniqueness of ground state was studied in [ 38, 34, 
42, 431 and many others. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. ( 1) Let f be as in Theorem 6.11 or Theorem 6.13, and 
f(0) = 0. Then there exists g > B such that N = (g, CD), G = {g}, and 
P= 10, g); 
(2) Let f be as in Theorem 6.18 and f (0) = 0. Then there exists g >, 0 
such that T= N=(g, co) (resp. (g, c)), G= {g}, and P= [a, g). 
Our proof is based on the proofs of Theorem 1 of [34] and Lemma 1 
of [ 191. The former one is the same result here for Theorem (6.11), and the 
latter one essentially proves this result for f in Theorem 6.18 and f < 0 
for large u. So our proof here is sketchy and refer some details to 
[34, 191. 
ProoJ First we notice that in Theorem 6.11, we assume that y(u) ,< 0 
near 0 and f’(b) > 0. These are also true for Theorems 6.13, 6.18 since the 
conditions on f implies them. Let w(r, d) be the solution of (5.10). The 
proof in [ 341 consists of the following steps: 
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( 1) For g E G, w(r, g) must change sign in (0, co); 
(2) For g E G, io( r, g) changes sign exactly once; 
(3) For gEG, limsup,,, ‘v(r, g)=K<O; 
(4) IfgEG, then (g, g+e)cN. 
Note that Step (4) implies G = {g}, since in all these theorems we have 
proved the solution curve is unique (which do not depend on Proposition 
7.1), therefore G has only one element otherwise N is not connected. For 
f in Theorem 6.11, Kwong and Zhang [ 341 have proved the conclusions 
in Proposition 7.1. So we only considerfin Theorem 6.13 or Theorem 6.18. 
In the following, we use u(r) and ‘v(r) to denote u(r, g) and w(r, g). 
For Step (l), suppose we have w(r) >O in R+. Following [ 191, we con- 
sider test function u,(r) and we have 
if na2. And lim,,,+ Wi (r) = 0, thus WI (r) < 0 for r > 0. In particular, 
-u,(r)/‘v(r) is strictly increasing. Since -u,(O)/)v(O) =O, then 
-u,(r)/w(r) 2 C> 0 for some C> 0 for r large. Hence ‘v(r) < - C-‘u,(r) 
forrlarge.Supposethatrv(r)>OinR+,thenIv(r)~Oasr~co.By(5.10), 
we have (r”-‘iv’)‘= -rn-‘f’(u(r)) w(r) 20 and r”-“v’(r) <O for r large. It 
follows that r”-“v’(r) is bounded as r + m and lim,, co r”-“‘+(r) u,(r) = 0 
since u,(r) + 0 as r + co. On the other hand, we have (r”-‘u’)’ = 
-r”-‘f(u(r)) >,O and P-h’(r) < 0 for r large, then 0 2 -k = lim,, o. 
r”-‘u’(r) and lim,, m(r”-ltl)’ = lim,, oo[r”-‘u”(r) + (n - 1) r”-2u’(r)] =O. 
But lim,, m F’u’(r) = 0 since lim,, oD r. r”-‘u’( r) = -k, hence lim,, oD 
r”-‘d’(r) =0 and lim,,, Pm’ w(r) u,(r)=O. So we obtain lim,,, W,(r) 
= 0, which contradicts WI (r) < 0 and W” (r) < 0 for all r > 0. Therefore MJ 
has at least one zero in (0, co) if n > 2. The case for n = 1 is similar, see 
[ 19, p. 1561. 
Step (2) can be proved in a similar way as proving the solution of (2.2) 
positive in finite bail, which we have done for f in Theorem 6.11 or 
Theorem 6.18 in [41]. In fact, let O,<r,<r, such that u(r2)=B and 
u( r, ) = p, then by the results in [ 411, IV does not change sign in [ 0, r, ] and 
II’ changes sign at most once in [r, , r2]. We can prove IV does not change 
sign in (r2, co) by applying Lemmas 15 and 16 of [ 341 instead of Lemma 
4.13. For Step (3), we have proved that the unique zero r. of IV must 
belong to [r,, r2]. Similar to the proof of (C) in Proposition 6.12, we use 
a test function u(r) = ru,( r) +,uu(r) for some p > 0, then 
W;(r) E [P-’ (Mr) u,(r) - l*),(r) u(r))]’ 
=r “-‘~v(r)C~f’(u)u-(~+22).f(u)l. 
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Let ,u satisfy y = I$( u( r,,)) = (,u + 2)/,u, then 
l!f‘(u)--y’(u)<0 in lo, u(r,)], . 
u-(u) -@r(u) 2 0 in [uO, min(c, co)). 
Thus W;(r) < 0 for r > 0 and IV, (0) = 0. On the other hand, similar to the 
proof of Step (1). we can prove lim inf,, m W,(r) > 0 (see [ 19, p. I%]), 
which is a contradiction. 
Finally, Step (4) for f in Theorem 6.13 or Theorem 6.18 is same as that 
of Theorem 6.11, since in the proof of Lemma 10 of [ 341, only the 
property off near 0, namelyf’(u) d 0 near 0 (which is true sincefis super- 
linear near 0), is used. This finishes the proof of Proposition 7.1. 1 
Next we assume that f~ C’ (R+), f(0) < 0, f(u) < 0 in (0,6) for b > 0, 
f‘(b) = 0, f’( 6) > 0, (6.7) holds, and either f( u) > 0 in (b, co ) or there exists 
c>O such thatf(u)>O in (6, c) andf(u)<O in (c, co). By Lemma 5.1, we 
have G = 0. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. ( 1) Let f be as in Theorem 6.11 or Theorem 6.13 
und f’(0) < 0. Then there exists g > B such thut N = (g, GQ), B = {g), and 
P= Ilo, gk 
(2) Let f be us in Theorem 6.16, or Theorem 6.18 and f (0) < 0. Then 
there exists g>O such that N=(g, m) (req. (g,c)), B=(g), and 
P= [O, g). 
Proof Our proof follows the proof of Proposition 7.1 closely. Similar to 
the four steps which we use to prove Proposition 7.1, we prove in the 
following four steps: 
( 1) For g E B, w( r, g) must change sign in (0, R(d)); 
(2) For ge B, w(r, g) changes sign exactly once in (0, R(d)); 
(3) ForgEB, MR(g), g)<O; 
(4) IfgEB,then(g,g+s)cNand(g,g-s)CPforsomee>O. 
For Step ( 1 ), we can directly apply Lemma 5.3. Step (2) can be proved 
in the same way as proving the solution of (2.4) positive, which we have 
done for these 7s. Step (3) is straightforward. Suppose it is not true, then 
w( R(g), g) = 0, by Step (2), w( r, g) is a solution to (2.4) and changes sign 
once. But we have proved for any Solution IV to (2.4), w  is of one sign, 
that is a contradiction. Finally, we prove Step (4). By Step (3) and the 
continuity of IY(I., d), there exists E>O such that w(R(g), d) t0 for 
d E (g - E, g + E). We also observe that Step (3) implies that if d E (g, g + E) 
for E > 0 small, then there exists r, > 0 such that u(r, d) > u(r, g) for 
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r~(O,r,) and u(r,d)<u(r,g) for rE(r,,min(R(d),R(g))). In particular, 
R(d) < R(g). ‘Suppose R(d) = R(g), we have 
u(Ng), 4 - u(Ng), g) = j” w(Ng), -7) ds co, 
d 
(7.1) 
that is a contradiction since the left-hand side is 0. Therefore R(d) < 
R(g). Suppose deB, then u(R(d),d)=u,(R(d),d)=O and u,(R(d),d) 
= -f(O) > 0, then u( R(g), d) > 0 if E is small enough. Suppose de P, we 
also have u( R( g), d) > 0. But in either case, it contradicts with (7.1). There- 
fore dE N for d E (g, g + E). Similarly, we can prove that (g - E, g) c P. 
Now we can easily finish the proof of Proposition 7.2. Since B# 0, 
we can define g=infB, then (&g)cP, geB and (g,g+e)cN. Let 
g,=sup{d>g:(g,d)cN}. First we assume that f(u)>0 for all u>h. 
Suppose g, <co, then g, E B, but (g, -eE, g,) cN, which contradicts with 
Step (4). So g, = m. Similarly, we can prove that if ,f(c) = 0, f(u) < 0 for 
u>c, then g, =c. 1 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
( 1) (Lions’ conjecture). For all fin theorems in Section 6, we have 
showed the bifurcation diagram of solutions to ( 1.1) is the same as the 
graph of u/f(u). In all diagrams, iff(u)/u is monotone, then the bifurcation 
diagram is also monotone; if u/f(u) has a local minimum or local maxi- 
mum, then the bifurcation diagram also has a turning point. For example, 
letf(f(u)=U(U-b)(c--U) with 0<2bcc, the graph ofu/f(u) is as Fig. 18a, 
and the bifurcation diagram of positive solution of ( 1.1) is shown in Fig. 
18b. (See Theorem 6.18.) We notice that the graph of u/f(u) between b and 
c has the same shape of the bifurcation curve. The graph of u/f(u) between 
0 and b corresponds to the positive solution of ( 1.1) with negative 1. 
II4lca 
C -_________________________ 
Lc_ 
----_________-____________ 
x* 
x 
FIG. 18. An illustration of Lions’ conjecture. 
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Similar to Theorem 6.2, we can prove the solution curve for negative I is 
monotone. So Lions’ conjecture is true for all I E R for this case. 
But forf(u) = e“, Lions’ conjecture is only true for n 7 1,2 [ 261. We can 
accredit the failure to (i) f is supercritical; (ii) there exists higher ( 2 2) 
Morse indices solutions. We believe if the growth rate off is below some 
critical exponent, then Lions’ conjecture should be true for such f(u). We 
also conjecture that, for givenf, if the Morse index of any solution is either 
0 or 1, then Lions’s conjecture should be true. To conclude this remark, we 
notice that the following partial converse of Lions’ conjecture is even true 
for general domain: 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let f E:C’[O, 00). For l>O, if there is no ~20 such 
that A1 u = jLf( u), then ( 1.1) has no solution with this 1. 
Proof: Since ,f is C’, then the range of f(u)/u is connected. So 
A, u - Af( U) is either positive or negative for all u > 0. We multiply (1.1) by 
$r, the eigenfunction corresponding to I,, and integrate over 8. Then we 
obtain that 
but 4, and 1, u - Af( U) are both of one sign, that is a contradiction. 1 
This proposition is useful for estimating the value 1, at the unique turn- 
ing point for theorems in Section 6. For example, for f( u) = u( u - b)( c - U) 
with 0 < 2b < c, A.+ in Theorem 6.18 satisfies A* > 4A, (c - b)-2 by Proposi- 
tion 8.1. 
(2) (Some “counterexamples”). First we construct an example to 
show that the growth condition on I$( u) in Theorems 6.18 and 6.19 
cannot be easily dropped. Our example is based on an example by Lin 
and Ni [ 351. Their example is f(u) = r&q+ ‘)I2 + uq, where 1 -=z (q + 1)/2 < 
(n + 2)/( n - 2) < q. For this nonlinearity, they showed that there exists an 
interval (0, p) G T but /? # T, where T= {d> 01 (2.2) has a solution with 
u(0) = d}. The boundedness of (0, /?) implies there is a turning point in 
(0, /I), and they also showed at all turning points in (0, /3), IV cannot be of 
same sign (in fact, Theorem 3.10 also implies this.) Our example is con- 
structed as follows: let fi (u) = u (q+l)12+uqin [O,P],thereexistsc>/?such 
that f, (c) = 0, fr (u) > 0 for u E (0, c), and there exists a E (p, c) such that 
r(u)>0 in (0,a) andf”(u)<O in‘(a,c). S ince there is a stable solution 
branch bifurcating from constant u = c, and there is another solution 
branch in (0, p), so there are at least two disjoint solution branches for 
(2.2), and there are at least 4 positive solutions of (2.2) when I is large. 
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FIG. 19. An Counterexample. 
That is quite different from Theorem 6.19, even though f, is also convex- 
concave. So the growth condition in Theorems 6.18 and 6.19 may be not 
optimal, but some growth conditions are always needed (see Fig. 19). 
Next we remark that when f” changes sign only once, but (,f(u)/u)’ 
changes sign twice (this could happen when f(0) # 0), then it is possible 
that there are two turning points on the same solution curve. In fact, it is 
well known that, for f(u) = ex/~( au/( u + u)), the solution curve bifurcating 
from (0,O) has at least two turning points if a > 0 is large enough. Note 
that f(0) > 0, f is concave-convex and (,f( u)/u)’ changes sign twice. So 
Theorem 3.13 is in some sense optimal for the nonlinearity f that f’ 
changes sign exactly once. This again indicates Lions’ conjecture is true for 
.f growing under some critical exponent, even for ,f satisfying (Jr/)/u) 
changes sign more than once. 
APPENDIX 
A. Collection of Esistence Theorems 
In this section, we review some existence results for the positive solutions 
of (1.1). Most of them were obtained by using the methods other than 
bifurcation method and the domain can be any bounded smooth domain. 
We first consider the case that f is asymptotic sublinear. 
THEOREM A.1. Let f E C’ (R + ) and f he usymptotic suhlineur. Asstme 
either there exists c > 0 such that f(c) = 0, f’(c) < 0, und f( u) < 0 for u > c, 
or f(u) > 0 for u > 0 large und f’( m) = 0. [f ,f( 0) < 0, we ulso msume that 
(6.7) hokds. Then there exists A > 0, such thut ( 1.1) has u solution uj. for all 
i. > A. Moreover, uj. is stable for 2 lurge enough. 
The result in Theorem A.1 is well known in the case of f(0) 2 0 (see 
[l]), and the case of.f(O) < 0 was proved by Castro ef ul. [lo]. 
The existence of positive solutions for asymptotic superlinear f seems to 
be the more complicated. Usually we must add some growth conditions on 
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f to guarantee the existence. The following theorem is a special case of 
Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 2.1 in Lions [36]: 
THEOREM A.2. Let .f E C’ (R) and f be usymptotic superlinear. 
( 1) Suppose f (0) = 0, .f sufisftes 
lim .Tlu)=O n+2 
u1 ’ 
with I=- ’ n-2~fn33,1<co ifn=l,2. (A.1) 
“-+a, 
Then there exists I,, > 0 such thut for 0 < 1 c A,, ( 1.1) hus u positive solution. 
Moreover, iff’(0) > 0, f(u) > 0 for ull u > 0, and f satisfies 
lim nf(u) - Wu) 
GO, for some 0 <0< 
“‘00 u’f (tr)2’” 
2 (ifn>3), (A.2) 
then there exists A, > &, such that for 0 <I < A,, there exists a minimum 
solution CA to (1.1); ifA, > A,, then for 1, < A <II,, there exists ut leust one 
solution uI to ( 1 .l ) distinct j?om _uA, i.e., satisfying uA > _u,. 
(2) Suppose f(0) >O, .f(u) >O for all u>O. In addition, .f satisfies 
(A.1) und (A.2), then there exists A, >O, such that .for 0 <A<?&,, there 
exists u minimum solution u, to ( 1 .l ); for i, > A,, there exists no solution to 
(1.1); for O<i,<A,, there exists at least one solution u1 to ( 1.1) distinct 
from qrA, i.e. satisfying uI > _uA. 
For ,f( 0) < 0, we have the following two results: Castro and Shivaji [ 111 
proved for the domain being a ball, if f( 0) < 0, asymptotic superlinear, 
.f’>O and for some k~(0, l), 
(A.3) 
then ( 1.1) has a solution for ), E (0,x); Ambrosetti et al. [ 31 proved for the 
general domains, if .f( 0) < 0, asymptotic superlinear, and 
,im f(u) -=b>O, 
n+2. 
u’ 
with l<--- n-2rfn>,3, I<ocj ifn=l,2, (A.4) 
u-00 
then ( 1.1) has a solution for ;I E (0, 1). We summarize the results for 
asymptotic superlinear f as following theorem: 
, 
THEOREM A.3. If f E C’ (R+), f is asymptotic superlinear, f(0) < 0, and f 
satisfies either f’ > 0 and (A.3), or (A.4), then there exists 2 > 0, such that 
for 0 < A< X, there exists u solution to ( 1.1). 
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B. Bljiircation Approach for Hiilder Continuous Nonlinearities 
In this section, we sketch a bifurcation theory for equation (1.1) and J 
satisfying (3.16). Let X= {uEC**~(F): uIaB”=O}. and Y= CB(B”). Define 
l?R+xX+Yby 
F(l, u) = Au + L.f(u), (B.1) 
then if JE C’(R), then FE C’(R+ x X, Y) and all bifurcation theorems 
based on the Implicit Function Theorem can be applied; iffE C*(R), then 
FE C*(R+ x X, Y) and formula (3.13) is true. However, if f only satisfies 
(3.16), we need the following method to overcome the nonsmoothness at 
u = 0. In the following we assume that 0 <p < 4, where q is the power in 
(3.16.) 
First we extend f to {u<O} oddly, then fEC’(R\{O})nC’(R). We 
notice that for 111 E N and nr > 2, g(u) - u”f(u) E C’(R) by the limit condi- 
tion in (3.16). Motivated by this fact, we define a new operator, 
F*(l,u)=u”Au+lg(u), (B.2) 
where m E N and I??> 2. Then it is standard to verify that 
PEC’(R+XX, Y) and 
F,*( 1, u) w = mum - ’ Au . IV + urn Aw + /lg’( u) 11’ (B.3) 
where 
i 
mum- ‘.f( u) + u”f’( u), 
g’(u)= o 
11 # 0, 
, u = 0. 
(B.4) 
Since /I E (0, q), then by Schauder’s estimate, for f’ satisfying (3.16), a 
positive solution u of ( 1.1) belongs to C*‘fl(F). Let ~1~ be a positive solu- 
tion of ( 1.1 ), then F*( 1, u,J = 0, and hence 
mum-’ Au . IV + Lmum - ‘f(u) IV = 0. (B.5 
By (B.3) and (B.5), we have 
F,*(A, uJw=u~ A~~~~+h;if’(u~)w, (B.6 
where we should understand that rPfl( u)],,~ = 0. Since u > 0 in B”, then 
AIO + L~(u,)Iv = 0 for any XE B”. So IIT is a solution of (2.3). (By Remark 
3.1 in [4], for ,f satisfying (3.16), the spectrum theory can still be carried 
over, so the solutions of (2.3) in this case still make sense.) Therefore F,* 
is invertible at a positive solution u1 if and only if (2.3) has no nontrivial 
solution. Then the classical bifurcation theory, especially the Implicit Function 
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Theorem and Crandall-Rabinowitz Theorem (( 1) and (4) in Theorem 3.1), 
are still true if i = 1 in (3.16). The bifurcation from the trivial solutions or 
from the infinity can also be obtained by using a proper scaling (see, for 
example, [ 3, 5]), we omit the detail here. In [4], the authors also prove 
that if f satisfies (3.16), (A.1 ) and asymptotic superlinear, then there exist 
two solutions to (1.1) for ,I ~(0, &+.). So in the proof of Theorem 6.21, we 
can use the result in [4] instead of Theorem A.1 in such case. 
Next we assume that i = 2 in (3.16). (3.13) cannot be obtained from our 
new equation. But we can still use a similar proof to show that at a turning 
point (A,, u*), 
A”( 0) = 
--A* jB” 24: frr(U*)W3dX 
Jen u~f(u*)w dx ’ 
(B.7) 
where IV is the solution of (2.3) and u”‘J”(u)]~=~=O. For the term 
SW u~,f(u.)~v cix, we do not know if a simple identity like (3.14) exists, but 
if.f(u) 2 0 for u > 0 and IV > 0 (which is true for all our applications), then 
we have sB” u~~(u.)w dx > 0; for the other term lB” uyf”(u.) w3 dx, we can 
use the same proof of Theorems 3.10, 3.12, and 3.13 to determine its sign. 
In particular, the conclusions of Theorems 3.10, 3.12 and 3.13 are still true 
if we replacefEC’[O, co) by (3.16) with i=2. 
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